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Introduction-

As in Level I, Chinese as a Second Language,-Level II had

been.ddveloped for the Chinese Bilingual Pilot Program, ESEA

Title VII in San ltrancisco. Our main objective remains the

same:. to teach Cantonese to non-Chihese speaking children.

In time, we hope that these children vvill be able to use this

new language in a,meaningful way such as carry on a simple

-conversation in Cantonese.

The following is an explanation of the symbols used in

this book.

T = teacher

S = student

Model : (3)=-,say it.three timesN

Echo : (3) = students repeat it three times

whole class

C= first half of the class

(IV the other half of the clasS

= individually

(bOok) = substitution slot

( ) = informatiOn enclosed in parenthesis may ba:

omitted from language pattern by preference as

in the case of 1,, in "I'M reading.40t(?)tofiR

or 2. *interchangeably used with_another_ expression s

*-Clv

in the case of "where I

The teacher should teach the language'patterns that-are',

.most natural to his/her own speech. But he/she needs-to keep

7

'in mind that the students ought to be exposed to alternative
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wayS of speaking once the basic foundation has been est'ablisiled.

The review lesspns in Level II are presented in dialog-or ,

monolog format. This way, the students will encoUnter the

vocabulary that they'd already learned n a different context.



MATERIALS NEEDED
A

'TEACHING poINTs
e LESSON

FP's:
to like (green #201)
and (white #231)

Make own FP's:
+/- (positive/negative) .

/ (slash stands for' 'er')
colors (with 'constructon paper:
black, blue, brown, gold, gray,
green, orange, pink, purple,
red, silver, hite, yellow

"' and "wanti " are dfteh
used in-very-similar situations.
And they are sometimes used inter- .

changeably. "Wnntltq,expresses a
specdfic requeSt for certaifi things ,
while "liM434. " conveys strong
preference.
The +f- question form of "like+A!, "
is contracted to:47(442_1.k.
The word _"or" is introduced here
because it4s a very useful word.

is tor spoken only. "g5c41,4cys.,
are for both spoken and written.
'Pick the form most natural to you.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOACBULARY

Students will learn to ask:
What color(s) do you like?

Do you like:-.red?

Do you alike red or blue?.
fl's 12 1. ( fi;ji ) t_

And theY-'will answer:
Red. like red. Alz t,
Yes/No, IAike green.

41../P.t

to like rp

.andf:;1'

or v--? 4cr

Pr-

LIKELY ERRORS r.

!

Usc the wrong form of +/-:queStion for the verb "like
,

fOr. cp / A, ;4. . -

TESTS

Pick two colors and start a chain questionand answer with S 1.
T: I like red. DD,you like red?'

417. 171- 42 A-77--
ieSi: Yes/No, I like green.

/ .3* ; 0 .

to-52:.Zo you'like green?
+42,

S2: YeS/No,.g. etc.

Continue around the class.

3
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PROCEDURES LESSON

rect ons
' ReView.:
1'. Ilse construction paper.FP's

to /view colors.

,?

PreSenttion:
2. In-hoduce FP's: to like, and.

Holeup FP'p one at a time
and model

dck a,color PP and put it
tpgether with the FP "to like'
Mint to self and model:
Have students imitate Motion
Old repeat:

Change the colois and continue
the sentence'pattefOb

Prec two coloTand put the
,FP ' nd" between them:

otion for class to repeat:
Cliange colors and continue,
'the sentence pattern.

. Hold up FP:./ (or); model.

Pick two colors and put the
FP: / (or) between them.
Address question to S'.

4 1'

Motion for class to repeat
question to Sl:

Help SI. with,reply:..

Address questiom to S2,
changlng the color FP s if
"desired. Continue the same
procedure around the class.

anguage Patterns
Review:0
1. Model: (1), Echo:

T: red

etc .

Presentation:
2. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to like 0/4.7
-

:

T:. and R

0 :
3. Model:.(2), Echo:

T: I like green.
vt19z.

etc.

), 0

t..,k like green and red.

:

etc.

4.Model: (2), Eeho:
T: or 1.010

, 1

o
6) Model: (2), Echo: (2),

T: Do you like green or red?

175
"1-

S1:

?

like green.
:jk 13 5.

etc:

.4



PROCEDURES.
Lanpage Patterns,

6. Model: (2), Echo:
T: I.like green.

Directions

a. Pick a coldr and start a.
conversation with Sl.

to S

Have clas repeat question
to S

1'
Help Si with reply, especial-.
ly if the reply is'negatSve.

Pick antrither color FP, asis S :

Have-cla's& ask S2 the same
question:'

Continue al.3und the class.

:LE'SSON .1

2);

Do you like green?
4.T.

/.1

?

Si: YeS./ No, I like red:

iq '42
,

T: Do you like red

t 4 et_

S2: Yes../ No;

etc.

7. .Have enodgh color constructionl. Question and answer
paper-for each student-to
choose a color. To.51:.

Give S the requested color.
Repeat question. to S2:

Continue around the class.

8. After every student has
chosen a...color, tally the
students? choices: -

ave class repeat the tally:

Class repeats:

ContinUe the tallying.

T:
What color do you like?

12A. t)
Si: I like

T: What color :..?

S2: 1, like

etc.
8. Model:,(1),Echo: (1)- \\

T. SI and Sz like red.

T: , Sa, and 15 like green.-

etc.

./.7 /
161
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Directions
9. Start question and

answer with Si:

PROCEDURES f

Si.looks aroiIIand names
the students who're ho]ding
red"

Cue S1 with another FP: green.
Have S1 ask.S2 who like(s) .

green.

Cue 52 with a diffbrent,color
.to as3.

k

Continue arbund the class.

9

LESSON 1

Languae patterns
9; IQuestion and responses

T.: Si,- who like(s)red?

4)1.
, and '.like red;

t.A1

.e,S2, who like(s) green.

icti 4,4 orf
3 .

2*.

ete.



MATERIALS NEEDED
FP's:
TF-Tike (green #201)
Most (-est) (buff-#238)
delicious to eat (buff.#239)
delicious to drink (buff #240)
water (orange #292)-
apple juice(orange #293)
orange judge (orange #294).
eating, .drinking (green #40, 41)
appleorange, candy, cookies,
milk (orange #65-69)

color FP's

LESSON 2
TEACHING POINTS
Delicious to eat*3-/it and delicious
to drinkA3-,4 funCtion both as
adjectives and verbs. .In the

sewptenceq

: "The hpple
rIl u, the verb )to be' is

dratted in the Chinese. The use
of 4:he verbi,.'to be' in a sentence
such as: "YOAM!:1" show
emphasis:"The apple is really
delicious."

The superlativ,e " X" comes before
the word(s) it modifies.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will learn, to ask:
What do you like'to eat/to-drink?

. What do you like to-eat/drink best?
/CT lk cp qf

.

And they will answer:
I like io eat(drink)..apple (apple

..-

I.lik6'to eat (drink) appie
(apple juice) best.

4<,

most (-est)

delicious to eat tZ.5-t

delicious to drinkWt

water

apple juice-A-21-\;/T(4\/

orange juicee.,CA-(K)

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion between delicious to eat and deliciouS to drink.

TESTS

Display all the food FP's in a pocket chart. Point to one and
start conversation with Si:
T:'I like to eat orange the best. What do you like to eat best?

S : I like-to eat apple best.t
Hai7e Si 5.sk 52:. .

What do you like to eat best?

`11

tO. S3
yfiat.'..?

etc.

10



PROCEDURES

Directions
Review:
1. Arrange the color FP's .in a

pocket chart or ledge. Name
all the colors in ordero
ask Sl:

Have S
1

ask S2 the same
question naming all the colors.

Continue around the class.

Presentation:
2. Intrpduce PP: most (-est)

.
Arrange FP: to like with three

color FP's. Model:

Have class repeat:

Pick.one color and put it with
the FP'sf "most" and "to like"

Model:

Have eIass repearC

Continue the same procedure
while substituting other
.colors in the sentence patterns

. Show three colors to S.

Point to the FP's: "most" and
"like"., ask Sf:

Have class repeat the clucstion

to Sl: .

Help Si viith rePly if necessary

Procede the same way around
the class.

LESSON 2

Language Patterns
Review:
1. Question and responses

T: Do you like red, blue,
.green, orange or black?

!Lt3_

41 1 Lt 447';.N1/4).T, 04 7

Sl: I.like red.

: Do you like ...?

S2: I

etc.

Presentation
2. Model: (2), Echo:

T: most (-est) °L

I': like red, green, arcilhite.
3. Modelt(2), Echo: (2),

0:

, T: I like red best.'

0
etc.

4. Model: (2), Echo: (2),(1)

T: Red, greeno and black.

: .What color do you like best?
.11,y,ir971, g ,

j

:
like green best..

etc.

-11
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PROCEDURES
rect ons

. Introduce the.rest o the new
FP's, one at a time.

6.'Arrange all liquid items with
FP:. delicious to drink. Point
to FP's:"milk" and "delicious
to drink". Model:

ave class repeat:

Point to FR's: "milk", "most",
and "delicious to cirink". Model:

ansuage a erns
Al Modoi: (2), Eeho:

T: water IC

LESSON 2

I.

Have class repeat:

T: apple juiceA ;-f-
,

(2), 0

I': orange juice

0:
T: delicious to eat-d

0:
T:

0:

deliclous to drink k....5.&'K

Model: (2), Echo:
T: Milk's delicious.

T: Milk's most delicious.

Continue the same way with-the
other. liquid FP's. ---

.Arrange all,th6-solid food FP's
with the-Fl5: delicious to eat.
Itepeat- the same procedures as

--Above.

7. Point-to the FP's; "most"
and "to drink". Model:

Have class repeat the question
to S

1'

Help Si with reply.

7. MOdel: (2), Eeho: (2).,(1)
T: What db you like to drink

best? .

qAt,t4/..t ° tf.

I'like apple juice the best

It4-12:igel.-Agif(AK)

9
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Dikections
7. M517E-75-

Continue the sarn waY
with the rest of the
liquid F101.

Repeat the same procedt
the Ms: "most" anq

"tO eat". "Model:

Hay& dlass repeat the quAstion

PROCEDURES,, LESSON
erns

.T: Mhat.do you like to eat pet

'CiT rib It-e) 7 .

1.3-Eke apple best.,

eto.

.

13



MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS

FP'
-55-Zr0 (green #202)
most (buff #238)
water, apple juice, or9ige juice,
(orknge #292-294)
apple, orange, candy, cookie's,
milk (orange #65-69)
writing, reading, copying,
drawing, coloring, cutting,
leatning Chinese (green #33-39)

2 Puppets (make your own or buy)

LESSON 3,,f

As in English, the verb "to dojWZ
appears in the question but not
in the reply. e. g. "What 4re
you doing?4/6`,/,ozmanl? I

The verbs "to do" and "to like"
dombine to form the compound
verb "to like -to do ,433 "

LANGUAGE' PATTERNS VOCABULARY

The students will be able to ask:
I.Plat do you like to do?

+-AsOkt off
What do you like to do best?

Z. itk 7

And they wila answer:
1 like to write.fOIA;
I like to write beSt.

-Tak 4Qt-:75
/7-

LIKELY ERRORS

to doltk..

.Reply to the question "What are you doing? 1:rttkAtcf_f"fif? with.

1,tivcf-tvot):... r:/ instead of the correct answer

TESTS
j

4

Arrange th6 action 1,',13's (green #33-39) in a pocket chart. Pick one
FP and star1 chain question and ansler with..Si:

T: I \like to write best.

to si : W4t do you like to do,, best?I'14-A71%4

Si: I \like to' read best. Art

to s2 : What do y like to do '13st?c/1,42'9,ct og.?

S2: I like .... etc.

Continue around the class.

11
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LESSON 3

PROCEDURES
Language Pa- 4rns-
Review:
1. Chain/question and angwer

T/like orange juice best.

Z
What do you like best?

Directions
ReN;iew:
1. Display all the food-TFP's.

Start chain question arid
. 4answer with Sl:

to Si:

Help.S1 pidk an FP and reply
if necessary.

- /

Have S
1
ask 59 the same ques-

tion.

'to S
3

Continue around the class.
.

Presentation
2. Hold up the FP: "to do".

Model for the class and have
.class repeat.

3. Display the "action" FP's
(green #33-39) in a pocket
chart. Use the puppets:
Siu Ming and Siu Ying to
introduce the new dialog.

Siu Ming holds FP:. "to do"
and ask,s.Siu Ying:

Class repeats:

Siu Ying picks an FP and
answers:

Class repeats

Place the FP: 'most' in the
pocket chart abovethe "ac-
tion" FP's. Combine theuse
of "most R " with the action.
verbs.

Siu Ming holding FPYs: "Most"
and -"to do" and askSiSiu Ying

Class repeats

, Si: I like apple juice best.

:
What do you like best?

i'TsfK 4? .17f

s2: I like....

: What...?

etc.

Presentation
2. Model: (3), Edho: 2),

3. Model: (3), Echo:

Siu Ming: What do you like to do?

J)%i )1,446",t t) Qf-f r2/1

Siu Ying: I like to read.
-t

4. Model: (3), Echo:

4

Siu Mfng: What do-you like to
' do best?

cp 1.2"---

15 : ?

12



LESSON
PROCEDURES

Direction&
'4. (cont.)

Siu Ying picks an pFP and
replies:

Class

Vary the action FP's

5. Start dtain question
answer,with

repeats

and

to S1

Si to S2

to S
3

Coptinue around the class.

Language Patterns
4. (cont.)

Siu Ying: I like to read

4-t t7 ev,

o
etc.

best.

5. Chain question and answer .

T: I like readinF bast.
itfvtA-1S,

(2).: What do you like to do'best?

15' °f,f 7

S
1.

I like writing best.

t
: What do you..

S I

crt .

: Yhat do you..

11,149.17t.

16

etc.
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MATERIALS NEEDED

FP's: .
Dialog #1 (pink #175)
Dialog #2 (pink #176)
Ddalog #3 (pink #177)

TEACHING 1VNTS
LESSON 4

The format of this lesson.is in

dialogs. The vocabulary used are

reyiew yocabulary.
'This new format (dialogs) for
review lessons presents another

way for st4dents to use the

vocabulary tfiat,they have already

learned

LANGUAGE PATTERNS
VOCABULARY

.Students will be able to master-
the dialogs of FP%p: -#175-177.

None

LIKELY ERRORS

None

TESTS

None

1

,

4'

.00

,tr

14
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PROCEDURES LESSON 4

Directions

1, Introduce Dialog #1 with
FP: #175:

Divide class into tWo'groups,
have Group 1 take the role of
81 and Group 2 take the role of
82.
Reverse roles.
Also have individual students
volunteer to take the roles of
S1 & S2.

2. Questions & Answers
Holding FP: #175, ask
students questions about the
FP such as:

Language Patterns

Model: (2), Echo: (2)4)10
T(S1): What do you want?

T ari
0:

T(S2): I want some paper.

T(S1): What color paper do you
.have?.

41'.1

9.

T(S2):.Do you have any 'red
. t-1,fl ?

?

paper?

T(S1).:,,Yes, 'how many (pieces) do
you Want? .

.h,fT;*.Mgf-s<17

T(S2): .Two.

v;k31J-1/4,

Thank.you.
,

v.:a0

Qdestions & Answers
does/(S2) waqt?

?

T:

(.S2) Wants some. paper.

4-i
What cOlor paper does .(S2)
.want?

(S2) .wants some red paper.

,

15
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PROCEDURES LESSON 4.

Directions.

. Substitutions- ---

a) Have students 1-ab4itute
other colors-f.ff dialog.

b) Have students change the
number of pieoe-S of paper
requested in the dialog.

Introduce Diafog #2 with-
FP; #f76:

Have class-take the role
of Si' and the other S2.

Reverse.roles.
Have individual students
take tile roles of S & S

1 2'

. Questions & Answers
Holding FP: #176, ask
'students questions about the
FP such as:

anguage erns
2. (Cont.)

T: How many piece4"of paper does
.(S2) want?

'/Cgi* Cflifjkol-
(S2) wants two.

4g 4-

Substitutions

S
1:

S
2:

Si:

S2:

Si:

52:

What do you want?

I wantosOme paper.

What color paper do you want

Do you.have any green paper?

Yes, how inany...?

Three. Thank you,

. Model:(3)-Echo: (2),42,010,
T(51): What do you have hat's

good to drink?

h-s

T(S2): (I have) orange juice,
apple juice, ...p.nd milk.

(-A

11

T(52):, What would you like
(to.drink)?
IV. Aftit ?

T(51):,Orange juice. Thank you.

5;

: Questions & Answers

T: What does(S2) have io drink?

t) aff rek ?

(S2) has orange jukce, apple
juice, and mipt. ,

4g V'Et(*),10 gs.:11-(40, Rijtv).

16
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rec ion's
5. (Cont.)

PROCEDURES LESSON 4
Lan ua e Patterns
5. Cont.)

1.0 T: What does (Si) want?

(Si) wants orange juice.

6. Substitutions
Have students rework dialog,
substituting food items
such as:

-
4

7. introduce Dialog" At with
FP: #177:

,Have i-clasis take the rcle of
S and the 6ther j, T.1
Reverse roles.
Have,individual students
take the roles.of Si 8 6, T.

8. Substitutions
Have students substitute
other activities in the
dialog, e:g.:

Substitutions

Si:tWhat,do you have that's
good to e

I

-lc

o s

c 7

oranges,
00

. ha )

and apples.
-

What woula-you like?

etc.

. Model:(2), Eajlo: (2),4t)(11(j
T(Si): What do you have o do?

ikt(1).ç

T(T): Read(a story), and draw
a picture(of.the story).

T Si : Shou'ld,we :read or draw*
first? s

ow.
v27

T(T): Read(the story) :first.'

CV t

. Substitutions

Si: What do we have to dO?

T: Draw a picture and color i .

'etc.

17
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MATERIALS\ NEEDED
\

tO.feel #203)
how. (white #233)
this way ( bite #234)
happy/unhapPy (buff #241)
jpepriy/sleepY, (buff #242)
tined/not tired (thiff #243 )
interested/bo\red (buff #244) ,.
Well/not well.\(bUff #245)
worzied/not worried (buff #246)9
'mad/not mad (bU\ff #247)

c;

TEACHING POIN1/'S

LESSON 6

;A03,"
A.J./. and , ca oth be

used for the verb "t feel".
Use the expression thate4s most
natural to you, but al6o 'try to
introduce the otber form for
recognition.

'LANGUAGE PATTERNS
Students will be \able -to ask:
How do you feel?

1,
And-they will be able to answer:

I feel happy.
'0.37

3Z-L1 r7" -41'

LIKELY ERRORS

VOCABULARY
to feel".2g/ca

no* n
this way 0-4 4.3(

happy/unhappy

peppy/sleepy

tired/riot t ired MA

interested/bored Al

well/not wel1A-5-i-Rflig

worried/not worried,j1t,...,-M ifty(-

mad/not mad $4/4

c

1

Confusion.in the Use oi the vocabulary.
ft

TESTS

Hold up FP44241-247. Point to first FP and start chain°
question and answer with Sl:
T:How do you feel' -- happy dr unhappy?

,

Sl: I feel. haiTy.

V2 k,
) - 1

Point to the nekt FP: peppy/sleepy, have,S1 ask S2 Dccordingly.
SI: How do you feel --peppy or sleepy?

i7th vt7 opt ,r n, I 4 .
S2: I feel sleepy. To S3: How .

j,61-4, 50 ap, INk

S3: I feel .... etc. 21Continue around the class.
18
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Directionz
Pres,,n'oation:.
1: Introduce all the FP!s

one by one:

411

PROCEDURES
LESSON' 5

Language \Patterns
Presentation:
1. Model: (2)', Echo: (2), 0

T: to feel 6:9 ,,, ..-A t.c 1.-- , -g-,

1=1-. /0 0
/LS J , / .) A__,)

0:

T: howr

T: this way. 001,

T:, haptpy/unhappy ffm, ibt

0:

T: peppy/sleepy eZ3-A#AVLai'll

0:
tired/not tired/Vol-II

2. -Put FP: hol/i iii a pOcket chart.
Also arrange the FP: this way
with the rest of the FP's in
the pocket chart.

Point to FP: how, model:

Have class repeat:

2 a

interested/bOre

<9.3.,
T: well/not well 1:4-i 3--/o1111

T: worried/carefreeritic,44,pc,-

T: mad/not mad W/41 M

0.
2. Model: ( '), Echo: ),

T: how
41.)

19



1,

Directions
2. <cont.)

Model question:
(How4in this case means
which way)
Have class repeat the question

Point to FP: this way,, model:

Class repet

Point to FP:"happy", mddel

PROCEDUAS
Language Patterns
2. (cont,)

T:- Which way (how

reply:

Class repeat

Model'next questioh:

t>.

Class repeat

1177oint to FP:"unhappy", model
reply:

,ClasS repeat

Substitute other FP's in the
substitution_slot. Continue
modeling the questions,and
responses.

3/. Hold up FP:happy/unhappy,
model:

Class repeat

Model question

Have class repeat the ques-
tion, to Si:

Help Si With reply:*
.

Pick another -FP: peppyi
sleepy, model:

Clas*repeat

Model question

JV.
. , .

/
Have class repeat question
to S2:.

Continue around the Class.

4

is happy?

T: this. way. otin,

T: This way'is happy.

T: Which way (how) is unhappy?

.P ,\

?
T: This way is unhappy.

°4 I V.

etc.

. Model: (2), Icho:
T: ha unha py

41:71.
/J.

T:

) 0,

How do you feel -- hapPy or
Unhappy?/1414/o

'',

JO(

, how

I feel happy (unhappy).

\--),

T: peppy/sleepy--

T: How do you feel --- peppy
or.sleepy?/14:17AP41:-.

0: S2''
how ...?

S2': 41 feel
etc-.

20:
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LESSON.
PROCEDURES

birections.
4. Point to an FP and tart

chain, question and answer
with Sl.

to S1:

Help. SI select .an FP. and
answer accordingly.

si

S2tc

Continue around the class.

2 4

4Language Patterns
4. Chain question and answer

T: I feel peppy.

y r

: How do you .feel?

Sl: I feel ....

: How do you feel?

S2; I feel ....

How do you fee ?

etc

21



MATERIALS NEEDED
FP's:
to go' (green #204)
to return (green #205)
school. (orange #29 5)
home (orange #296)
classroom -(orange #297 )
auditorium (orange #2gi )
cafeteria (orange #299.)
office (orange #30 0)
yard (orange #301)
park. (orange #302)
zoo (orange #30 3)
kitchen (orange #30 4)
bedroom (orange #30 5)

Charts:

LESSON 6

TEACHING POINTS
The verb leto go" is "A" in Chinese.
"In English, .we say "go home",
"go to schoor,-- or "go to work".
But in Chinese;'-for plaeS that we
go to habitually such as the above,
we must change the verb to
"to .returnii . The above
expressionsbeCome,

'

or "Ai " re3pectively.

The classifier: rirg is necessary
for buildings and rooms.

ill

--LANGUAGE PATTERNS
The students will be able to ask:
Where are you going?WI
Is this a:school?

9UG-1 't IVY 13/ ?

And they will answer:
:I'm going to the classroom.

14A
Yes/No, it's a bedroom.

Ii.(P1)v."1 .

VOCABULARY

to go t

'to returnA(

schoolv4;;Ll
hOme

ci assroom*
auditoritnnh4

cafeteriaArd,

office

..t-

yard 4 3!

Park IX

zoo Tt

kitchenAI

bedroom bq

classifier. gn

LIKELY ERRORS
"t" where -, should bp used: 1:Alt:--*312,41.

TESTS
Put FP's #2987306 together. Show top FP and start chain question
and answer with Si:
T: I'm going to the office:

-fz, iOt l/411

Show next FP for Si to formulate own answer, a6k
Where are you going?ei 4- 0 / -47F

Si,: I'm going to , 4.4

Change FP and have Si
Where are you .going?pvil.

S2: ,I'm going to

? etc.
Continue around the class.

Cifz7LO -

0

;"..

22
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LESSON
PROCEDURES

Directions
Presentatelon:
1. Inkro9,4ce FP's:

_

2. Use Chart #8 to introduCe the
classifier:

Language, Patterns
Presentation:,
1. Model:(2), Echo:

T: classroom74,a
)-/1//

0:
T: auditoriumZcIt-
T: cafeterii4jek

( ), 0

T: office i-z6/14, /4; Ole

T: yard it 4

(7)

'T park

T: zoo

T: kitchen/i

At

T: bedrooinB",=llii

T-pr

2. Model:.(2), Echo:
T: P09

T: a kitchen, plif4r,
.

T: a bedroom.

T: a hon:se:.-11/2
id, 41_

23
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V.

LESSON 6

PROCEDURES
Directions
3. Classifier drill.

.
Group FP's: school, home,
classioom,4auditorium, cafe-
teria, ,office, kitchen, and

, bedroom' with Chart #8. Point
to an FP and model:
Class repeats:

Point to next Fp, model:

Class repeats:

Continue with the rest of the
's.

4. Classi r drill.
Group FP' yard, park, and
zoo with Chart #3. point to
FP and model:

Class repeat:

5. Introduce the FP: to go, model..

Arrange FP's (#297-305) with
the FP: to go. Model question
-and- answer.

Point to an FP

Next FP:

Continue substituting other
FP's in the substitution slot.

Langnage Patterns
3. Model: (2), Echo: (2),

T: This is a school.

t3/Z-,

T: This is a classroom.

rcv

:

etc.

. Model: (2), Echo:(:) (2)

T: This is a yard. ,

Itr.

0:
T:

0:

T:

0:

This is a park.

This is a zoo.

Model: (2), Echo:
T: to go -.1`

:

IlL

T: Where are you going?

0
T: I'm going-to the office.

T: I'm going to the cafeteria.

e-ec.

2 7



LESSON 6
PROCEDURES

Directions
6. Introduce the FP: to return,

model:

.1

Put FP's: school, and home
with FP: to return, model:

7. Group FP's into 2 Soups.
Group 1: to return, school,
home

,Group 2: to go, FP #298-306

Pick one FP from each groUp
and model question.

Have cla,ss repeat question to
Sy:

Help Sy choose an FP.
sure thatS

1 uses the
verb.

Make
correct

Repeat,the question to each
student individually substitut-
ing other FP's'from Group 1
and Group 2.

Language Patterns
6. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to returnz

0:

T:

0:

I'm going home..

Ak.AAL

(2), 0

T: I'm going to school.

7. Model: (2), Echo: )

T: Are you going to.school or
to the pa.ek?

-1-r

(2).: Si, are you

S1:_I'm going to school.

etc.

25



MATERIALS NEEDED
FP's:
WITET time (white' #234)
9,: 00 ,( gray #272)
9:03 (gray,- #273-)
9:05 (gray #2741
'9:13 (gra:, #275)
9:30 (gray. #276)
9:55 (gray #277)
toda3r (gray #27 8)
school, home (orange #295-6)
yard, park (orange #301-302)
,cwriting, reading, copying,
drawing, coloring, cutting,
learning to speak Chinese
(gree..1 #33-39)

LESSON
'TEACHING POINTS

Position of "what time0Ai " is
between subject and verb, e.g.
"What time are you going to draw?

There are twelve units (1- ) Of
five minutes each in an hour.
However, "q- ", is often omitted as

in "10:05-i- st4t..-2 ".%." a

LANGUAGE PATTERNS
Students will be able to ask:

'What time is it?(0)111.44 /
s it 9:00? rt At ?

What,time are you going to draw?

And they will answer:
It's 9:00.044)/LAA-1.

Yes/No, it's 9:03.1V4/4,,l'An

I'll draw at 9:30.

-r

VOCABULARY
what t ime*

9 : 00A) !kW
1

9:03.74,

9:05

7t7.44(1q)
9:13 AiR +3-iii(44)
9:30

9:55

today/13

LIKELY ERRORS
Confusion in telling time especially, the difference between " P

(minute) and "4 "(5-minute unit).

TESTS
I On a piece of paper, write an activity and time, e.g. " Draw--9:30".

Give these to 'students. Teahher shows his/hers to class first and

start hhain question and answe-r.
T; I'm going to read at 9:30.

1K, a

'Look a:t what Si has (e.g. Draw-nt9:45) and ask question accordingly.

Si, when are you going tO draw?,/,-,4k,

: I'm going to draw at

Ask Si to look at what S? has ori his/her paper (e.g. Color--9:03)

then ask S2 when he/she is going to do that 'activity.

S1
S

2 '
.when are you going to color?.p? 4

S2 : I 'm going to color at 9: 03.4.tdb tt-* -c,-14-147

eq. 26 249 .

Continue around the class.



PROCEDURES
LESSON 7

Directions
Review:
1. Hold up the action FP's

(#33-39) and ask:

Presentation:
2. Introduce new FP's one by

one:

3. "Time" drill. Hold up FP:
wh'at time, and alternate with
a ."time" Fr.

Language Patterns
Review:
1. Substitution:

T: What are you doing?

117,4&/;((1)°Wf °3-± 7

I:m drawing.

41/4:1V/A711

etc.

_Presentation; ,

2. Mode1:.(3), Echo:
T: todaya

0
T: what time* tat

(1):
T: 9:00 fL)

0:
T: 9:03/CC: (A)

0:

T: : 05 711113-9,

/R.t) ".

0:

T: 9:30tn+

T:

3. Model: (3), Echo:

) CD

(2),C)
T: Wkat time is it? .

Tqf pi

.T: It's 9:00.

30 0:
-ytc.

27



Directions

LESqpN 7.

-PROCEDIJRES'
Language Patterns

4. Hold,-up a "time" FP and ask:', 4. Model: ,(3), Echo: (2),
T: Is'it 9:00?

-
I ;Ts , ?

?Elicit both,positive and
negative responses:

5. Make a make-believe schedule
for the day and ii.'troduce it

to the cla§s.

T:-Yes/No, it's-9:05?

etc.

.
Model: (3), Echó: .(2),(9
T: Today, we're going to learn

Chinese at .

ott17 chc

0:
T:Today, we're going'to write.

at

T: Today, we're going to read
at

-6

0:
T: Today, we're going to copy

at

A ,..t) a -4,,v ,

0 :
T: Today, we're going to draw

at

t 0

31
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T: Today, we're koing to color

at

0:
T: Today, we're going to the

yard at.

4V,0(3, 4.



Directions
5. (cont . )

6. ,Let studentS review the
schedule with each other.

to SlL,

to.S 3:

to S4

Continue around the class.

If manual clocks are avail-
able, .triore,drills on tiMe.

'La uage patterns
5. (cont.')

T:, Today, we're going home at

LESSON 7

6. Chain question and answer
S1* Today we'll study Chinese

at

cltA a AI, (17
77.

: When do we write today?

Q. a ygliCA 11-v
S2: Today we'll write at

q-6
When do we.read t

12t, tg

S3: Today

: When

etc.

7. "Time" drills
T: What time is it?

: It's

etc.

29
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HMAARIALS NEEpED TEACR,ING POINTS.
LESSON.8

FP's:.
Dialog #4 (pink #178)
Dialog #5 (pink #179)

Review lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS :VOCABULARY

Students will be able to master
the dialogs of,FP's: #178 & 179.

None

LIKELY ERRORS

Nohe

TEsts

None

6

3 3
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Directions
Introduce Dialog #4 with
FP #178:

PROCEDURES LESSON 8
Language at erns
1. Model:(2), Echo:

T(S1): Hello, wha
today?

Divide class into 2 groups.
Have Group 1 take the role
of Si and Group 2 take the
role of S2.
Reverse roles.
Ask for volunteers to take
the roles of Si and S2.

2. QuestionS & Answers
Hold up FP #178 ane ask
related questions such as:

0..

(2),4[)(1/0
are you doing

i/ Ti a i fttS
,,J% 7

T(S2): I'm not doing anything
today.

o
PF4tk,

T(S1): Would you like t.2 go to
the zoo.with me7

0:
011 r#2 f23-iv:.1140-1);3rA 13317

T(52): Yes. What time are We..
going?cq..)

0: ?
Ten o'clock, all right?

LP 44-zi- vff,

CD:

T(52): Fine. See you at ten.

iFiz4a..

2. Questions & Answers.

T: Where are they(51 & S2) going?

ott kotro
0: They're going to the zoo.

(4g
T: What time are they going?

10.;; API
: They're going at ten..

(4g -b) fr

31
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PROCEDURES LESSON 8

Directions
'3. Substitutions

Change the dialog by
substitute:
a) different places for the

zoo and,
b) Unferent times for ten

o'clock.

4. Introduce Diaiog #5 with
FP #179:

Language Patterns
3. Substitutions

Si: Hello,....

S I'm not....
2*

S Would you like to go to
the park with Me?

S2: Yes, what time....?

Sl: Twelve o'clOck, all right?

S2: Fine, see you at twelve.

Model:(2), Echo:0(2)4040
T(T): Good morning, Siu Ming.

How do you feel today?

o:

#/96/I 4;s:/:; a OA ,tii

T(Siu Ming): Good morning. I.
leel ver1 happy.
P ff;17,

T(T): Good. Good morning, Siu,
Ying. How do you feel,
today?

T(Siu

44 /

Ying):°Good Morning.
feel peepy.
griic'fj-

9

s19
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Directions
4. (Cont.)

PROCEDURES
Language
4. (Cont

"T(T).:

Divide. class,into four. groups.
Have each group,take the role
of.one -of these: T,- Siu Ming,
Siu Ying, and Sill-Fong.
Ask for volunteers to take,'
the roles of the above.

5. Questions &' Answers
HOld up FP #179 and ask
related questions-such as:

LESSON 8
Patterns

Good. Good morning, 81u
Fong. How Flo you feel
today? -^

*0,d'

r!"--
?

T(Siu Fong): Good morning. I

don't feel well.
0'0
1.1G; 11-

0 3 .

T(T): If you don't feel well, you'd
better go home.

0 :

Aki-k)*.& '11 oti,

T(Siu Fong); Good bye.

:

T(T,,Siu Ming, Siu Ying):
Good bye.

5. Questions & Answers
T: Who's feeling happy?

Siu Ming (feel happy).

T:

'1 6V4
Who's feeling peppy?

*4 3

Siu Ying_(feels peepy).

33
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PROCEDURES LESSON 8

Directions
(Cont.)

37

Language Patterns
5. (Cont.) .

T: Wpo's not feeling ,well?

q(441411-Atiifk
Siu Tong (doeshr:t feel well).

1 (t'i -4-1.4TMW.
T: Where's Sill Fong going?

: She's going home.

4a AA

34



A1ATERIALS NEEDED.

FP's:
butter (grange #306)
sandwich (orange &307)
eggs (orange #308)

. .

Cooked rice (orange #309)
rice noodles (orange #31:0)
wheat noodles (orange #311)
'bread (Orange #312)
tomatoes (orange'#318)
potatoes (orange #319)
peas, (orange #320)
lettuce (orange #321)
cucumber (orange #322)
corff (orange #323)
carrots,(orante #324)
celery.(oran e #325)

LANGUAGE PATTERNS.

LESSON 9
TEACHING POINTS'

No new structures are introduced
in this lesson, only'new
vocabulary.

VOCABULARY

Students will be able.to ask:
What is it?(O.:)

-J

What do you like best--bread, cooked rice,
Or wheat noodles?

11,1
,

And they will answer:
"It's bread.HoW6n

I like wheat noodles belst.

butter ±,t

sandwich 0

eggs

cooked rice,k

rice noodlesp
ig

wheat noodles

t
bread 3t--

tomatoes

pOtatoes

peas 0

lettucel

cucumber.

corn

carrots

celery .44

ft/

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion in Vocabulary.

35
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LESSON 9
TESTS

Arrange FP's on a ledge. Pick one FP and siart
answer with Si:
.T: I like cucumber. What do you like?

c14 4fMisiP 417 + °Tf 135i-/sa ,

Let Si answer and address his/her.question to
Si: I like tomatoes. What do :/ou like?

'S 2: I like.... What...?

S3: I..., etc.

Confinue around the.claSs,

chain question and

s2:



PROCEDURES LESSON 9

Directions .

Prebentation:
1. Introdu FP's One by one.

4

LAnguage 15-atterns
Presentation
1. Model: (2), Ech0:0 (3),

T: 'butterl

sandwich . -4,
_7--

(I) :

T: eggs

T: cooked rice

(1):

T: rice noodles....r..\

:

T: wheat rioodles

(1):

T: bread +4_

T: tomatoes A-
Vo

0
.T: potatoes

\C:).

T: peas

T: lettuce

T: cucumber
1-0" "

0:
T:: corn v?9

0:
4 0 T: carrots ;14;i-y..,u_.



LESSON 9
PROCEDURES

Directions
1. (Cont.)

2. Divide the class into 2 groups,
1 & 2. Give each group of

t----""the FP's. Have each group
hold up own FP's. Let Group I
show Its top FP to Group 2 and
ask:

Let Group 2 show its top FP
to Grout) 1 and ask:

Continue to alternate the
questioning and answering by
Groups 1 & 2 until both groups
have gone through all their
FP's at least once.

3. Keeping the two groups, ask
each group to choose 2 sets
of 3 FP's each.
Have Group I show its first set
of 3 FP's to Group 2 asking:

Have Group 2 shOw its three
FP's to Group 1 and ask:

t,

Continue the same way with
the second set of FP's.

Regroup FP's if more practice
is necessary.

Language Patterns
1. (Cont.)

T: celery

o
2. Question & Answer:4E) Al

401): What is it?t
(10: It's wheat noodles.

,(A) xb

411): What is it?

S cgf.
4:-It's cooked rice.

etc.

3. Question & Answer:4V op

IV: What are these?

(0)ZA)i,f,t; opp4-7
4

(10: Those are wheat noodles,
bread, arid cookeu rice.

1-0

4E): What are these?

(cLvfE0)4,S 9Tt t'zif

(lir Those are . and

etc.

38
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PROCEDURES LESSON 9

DirectiOns'
4. Hold up three Fros and

model question:

r-

Have class address the
question:to 81:

Help 81 with answer if
necessary.

Hold up another 3 FP's and
model question again:

Have class address the
question to 82:

Continue around the c1as.=3.

5. Pick an FP and start ch:.in
question & answer with 81:

to 81:

to S 2:

Continue around the class.

Language Patterns
4. Model.: (2), Echo. (2),

1,1' What do you li e
-corn) peas, or lettuce?

j

Si: I ).ike corn best.
4S1-

T: What do you like best--
lettuce, carrots, or
celery?

)

:
?

.52: I like lettuce best.

etc.

5. Chain question & answer
T: I like wheat noodles best

-if( fit-g
-

What about you?
7

Si: I like bread best.

EP T9 -6.D

What a.73out you?
//.7
IdN

S ....2*

etc.

39
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MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON IO

to cook (green #206)
to boil (green .#207)..
to broil (green #208)
to sautee (green #209)'
to panfry (green #210)
io bage (roast) (green #211)
chicken.(orange #313)
pork (orange #314)
lamb (orange #315)
113 (orsnge #316)
beef .(orange #317)

jFP's Leseon 9.
r7

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

"TO cooklt " is th: general
term coveYing all the different
ways of cooking. The other
cooking terms specify how the
the cooking is being done, i.e.

broiled0 ,
etc.7c1,

VOCABULARY

Students will be"able to ask:
What do you want? ..

4/17sit If' 7

What are you roasting?

41- jj

And they will anewer:
I. want the bak&I ham.

I'm roasti:g the beef.

(

C:1

to cook

to boil 4AL

to broil t_b

to sautee0

to panfry

to bake 14

chicken it

' pork fJ
laMb3F 1;4]

ham .x 43iL

beef 4. M

LIKELY ERRORS

r--Confusion in vocabulary.

TESTS

Paace the FP's: to boil*, broil, sautee, panfry, and bake in an

upper pocket chart pocket.
Place the FP's: pork, lamb, ham, beef, and chicken in a lower
.poclmt chart pocket.
Point to an FP from each group and start chain question and
answer with Si:
T: I like roast pork. What do you like?

S1- I like Whatif%Y- 9 Continue around
40

43
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PROCEDURES.., LESSON 10

Directions LanEuage Patterns
Review: ReNiew:
1. Hold up the FP's froth Lesson 1. Chain quetion & answer

p and ask Si: T: What do you want?

./

: I want the butter.

4t: rtlt Al.
Give Si the requested FP: Thank you.

101- q

To S2: T: What do you want?
4-

.
, -It vg 7

S2: 1 Tan
q

the eggs.
i 'As( 0

Give S 'the requested FP: Thank,you.
ogi 44'

0 e),-/..

T: What..:?To S
3

:.

Continue around the Class
until every student has an FP

Start chain question & answer
with S1:

To Sl:

To S2:

etc.

T: I have the cooked rice.

44A4tio
What do you have?

'PT -P.,
Si: I have the butter.

What dO You have?

413- on-17
S2: I....

Continue around the class. etc.

Presentation: Presentation:
2. Introd.tce the new FP's one by 2. Model: (2), Echo: )(2

one: T: to cook.
-ut

41

44

-
r: to boil 177-:

0:
t I

T:to broi1.0

0:
T.: to sautee*p

(2):

T: to panfry0

o:

I.



Directions,
2. (Cont7T

3.4

PRCCEDURES
..Janguage a erns
2. (Cont.)

T: to bake (roast)1A

3. Asking questions with theo
word:
Place the FP: to cook on a
ledge. Place FP: pork next
to it. Model question:

jiave class repeat the question

Hold up FP: to boil. Model:

Have class repeat the response

Model question again:

Class repeats:

Hold up FP: tO broil. Model:

Class repeats:

Continue the same way with
FP's: sautee, panfry, k bake.

Repeat the above..procedure
with FP's: chicken, lamb,
ham, and beef.

e

LESSON:. 10

0".
T: porkjij

0
'T: lamb 4,-;

.0:
T: ham 'X

0:
T: beef4.01,

T: chickenWi)

3. Model: (2), Echo: ,

T: How is the pork being
cooked?

T: Boiled (pork).A!)$

0:
T: How is the pork being

cooked?

111114

0: ?

7

T: Broiled (pork).146(/

45

etc.
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PROCEDURES

Direcdons
4, Arrange the FP's: pork, lamb,

ham, beef, and chicken on a
ledge or in a pocket chart.
Put FP's: to boil, broil,
sauiee, panfry, and bake in
a stack and bold them. up.
Show top FP: to boil,
Address question to

Have claSs repeat question
to Sl:

Let S1 choose his/her" resporise

Show'next FP: to broil.
Address question to S2:

Let, S2 choose his/her response

_

Continue the same way around
the class.

4 6

LESSON, 10

Lvnguage Patterns
4. Model: (2), Echo:

T: What do you want boiled?

41,-C 70
Sl: I want'thé ham-boiled.

T: What do you want broiled?

41'
S2: I Want the beef broiled.

*

9--

etc.

43



MATERIALS NEEDED TEACIiING POINTS
LESSON 11

Fro's:
'ElEy/swt.et (buff #248)
casty/tastelesS (buff #249)
tough/tender(buif #250)
fresh/stale (buff #251)
crisp/soft (buff #252)

FP's: #65-69
- #306-325

Taste words, such as salty, sweet,
and fresh etc., serve both as
verbs and adjectivs, e.g. "The
lbeef is fresh 4114ftff .", "The
fresh beef ifro./.. The use
of the'verb be4. show
emphasis, e.g. "The beef is "fresh

4m AVM

LANGUAGE PATTERNS
Students will be able to ask:
How's the beef today?

/
Is the beef tough?

fti al 7

And they will answer:
The beef is very fresh today.

04- r9 0-4f
Yes/No, it's very tender.

' LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion in vocabulary.

TESTS

VOCABULARY
salty . sweet

tasty/tasteless

(4)/t1 a(j)
tough/tender

Ukr
fresh/ stale (old)

'W?1//4 ';kf
crisp/ soft

Place'the FR's: #65-69, #306-325 in a pocket chart,, Hold up FP' ;

#248-252. Point to the portion ol the FP: fresh and start chain

question and answer with Si:
T: What is fresh?

PT:I'm 01
Let Si pick an FP from pocket chart and answers accordingly.

Si: The eggs are fresh.

Point
Sl:

t 'Tr ill 7

to another FP:
What is sweet?

sweet & have ask S the question accordingly

S2 picks an FP from pocket for answer:
Sv Apple is sweet.

,To S3
S2: What...? etc.

Continue around the class.

4 7

.44



.PROCEDURES-
D4rections
ReV4ew:
I. Uge'the food FP's: #306-25)

for review. Show the first
FP and start chain question
and answer with Sl.
Point to the next FP, ask Sl:

Point to the next FP for S1
to ask S

2'

To S3

Continue around the class.

Presentation
2. thtroduce the new FP: Salty/

sweet

3. Contrasting salty/sweet.
Group the FP's: butter and
ham for salty foods, and
FP's: candy, cocsies, orange
apple, orange juice, and
apple juice for sweet foods.
Point to the appropriate FP's
and model questions and
'answers for the class.

_ 1ESSON II
Language Patterns
Review:
I. Chain question & ansWer

T: Butter is good.

1";flit(41..

What is good to eat?

.8)01)--iryi 09-
: Sandwich is good.

: What is good to eat?

S2: Eggs

: 'What ...?

etc.

Presentation
2. Model: (2), Echo:

T: salty

0: 641

T: sweet

. Model: (2), Echo: (

0:

, C)

Is'butter salty.or swept?

*A? ?

T: Butter is salty.

T: Is ham salty or sweet?

oio titAl g317

T: Ham is salty.

Afk.

T: Is candy'saity or sweet'?

45
0 . 2P1(144.)9ibria(,Iff- nA'

48 ;



Directions
3. (Cont.)

Continue with the sweet
items.-

PROCEDURES
Language Patterns
3. (Cont.)

T: Candy is sweet.

M(1k) ,

Vary the procedure to
alternate salty-& sweet
items. Can add moie salty
items.such

Contrasting crisp/soft.
Food that make a crunchy
noise when eaten: carrots,
celery, cucumber, & lettude

Soft: tomatoes, peas, bread,
rice, rice noodles, wheat
noodles, potatoes, &.butter

Repeat the procedure for
Step 3.

5. Contrasting tender/tough.
Use the meat FP's for
modeling:

r-

49

LESSON 11

etc.

4. Model: (2), Echo: (2), (-)

T: Are carrots'crispy or soft?
.4t(*t)ri?

T: Carrots are crispy.

1-111(1iI)At(4),-a -

T: Are tomatoes crispy or
soft?

0+#12(lfrWeA)7VW951?

.etc.

5. Model: (2.), Echo: (2),0

.
T: The beef is tender,.

delicious.

T: The beef is tough,
not good to eat.

41914, °T3.
0:

T:
P

The lamb is tender,
delicious. /

-vf(P

T: The lamb is tough,
not good to eat.

WeL.
0:

etc.

43 .



Directions
6. Contrasting fresh/stale

and tastsi/tasteless.
Model with all food FP's:

PROCEDUMS LESSON 11
Language Patterns
6. Model: (2), Echo:0(2),G

'T: The bread is fresh,
delicious.

,eThe bread is stale, not
good_to.eat.

T:

, (/-3 abAr Vf al (-0

The chicken-is fresh,-
delicious. .

ICT

T: The chicken is mot fresh,
not good to eat. .

etc.

47



LESSON 12

MATERIALS NEEDED. TEiHING POINTS.

FP's:
Dialog #6 (Rink #180)
Dialog #7 (pink #181).
Dialog #8 (pink #182)

Review lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

[

Students will be able to Master the None

dialogs of FP's #180-182.. .

LIKELY ERRORS--

None

TESTS

None

51
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Directions
1. Introduce Dialog #6 with

FP #180.

PROCEDURES LESSON 12
Language Patterns,
1.'Model:(2), Echo: (2),

T(Waiter): What would you like?
(What do you want?)

Divide class into two groups.
Have of the class take the
role of tLe uaiter and the
other i, the customer.
Reverse -:oles.
Have individual students take
the roles of the waiter &
customer.

2. Substitutions', .

Change the dialog by substi-
tuting other food items fh it.

3, Introduce Dialog #7 with
FP #181.

, .

T(Costomer): What's good here?

°Lit (4)A

-010r7

T(W): The tomato beef noodles'.
Is gOod here.

W-3-1-L

T(C): I'll have some tomato
beef noodles (then).

OA:4 -fg

1)7 Ft

Substitutions

N: 'What woUld.you like?

C: What'.s good. here?

N: The BBQ pork rice noodles is
good here.

C: I'll have some BBQ pork rice
noodles (then).

3. Model:(2), Echo:0(2 )411)(100
T(A): What shall we eat today?

T(B): What do we have?

, 4-9 1,T,T 04.7
r. 7

49
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Directions
3. (Cont.)

PROCEDURES .

Language Paterns' .

3. (Cont.)

4. Substitutions
Let students pie* their
favoritefoods and Substitute
them in the 'dialog.

LESSON 12

,

T(A): e have chicken,. celery,

a4.c!9.4(3710.(4V49-)')

14zrrot4.»---iv

T(B): How do you like your
chicken cooked--roasted
or sauteed?.

TT. 41:
(VW VIZ(A 4cp a(,)

'3.

T(A): I. like rbast chicken.

C)
T(B): Vine then. We'll have

roast chicken, sauteed
celery and boiled Corn
All right?

ult)t-k
( A),

,

°,14)

T(A): Fine.

CD:

4. Substitutions
A: What shall we. eat today?
B: What do we have?
A: We. have beef, peas; and

potatoes.
B: How do you like your beef

cooked--broiled or roasted?
A: I like broiled beef.
Bo: Fine,,then.. We'll have..

broiled beef, boiled peas,
and potatoes.

etc.

50
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PROCEDURES LESSON 12.
Directions

.
. .Language Patterns

5Introduce Dislog #8 with 5.. Model:(2), Echo: (2), C (), 0
FP #182. T(ButCher): What would you like

,

today? .
4 ,/- 4/;1.1-ettrigl_l'aq?

Questions & answers,
Hold up FP #182 and ask
.related questionssuch as:

0
'T(Customer): Ip the pork fresh?

VT lin 0.i ?

T(B): Yes, very, and tender too.

10"

(1)'

T(C): I'll take some pork:
4A=c-1,

:

T(B): How about some eggs?
4).1,%" ia ") )*1- or+ /

?

T(C):"lhat's all. No eggs today
.57

/ u

T(B): Thank you. Good bye.

AI..

0
T(C): Thank you. Good bye.

o:
6. Questions & answers

T: Does she(Customer) want any
beef? .

: No, she wants some pork.

44, '1E- v'-.46A
T.: How's the,pork?

-)1.]

The pork's fresh and.tender.

M A-1ff cq



Directions
6. (Cont..)

PROCEDURES
Language Patterns
6. (Cont.)

T: How does he(Butcher)
thank you?

7. SubStitutions
put FP's 248-252 in pocket
chart.
Put FP-s: 313-317 in another
se. .ion of pocket chart.
Let-/students use FP's to make
substitutions.in dialog: e.g.

LESSON 12

say

: Thank you.
gt.p

T:Ho*.does she(Customer) say
thank you?

: Thank you..

0

7. Substitutions

5 5

Butcher: What would you like
today?

Customer: Is the beef tender?

Yes, and very.tasty.

C: L'll.take some beef.

B: Thank-you.

A:: Thank you.



MATgRIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 13

FP's:
to get up (green #215)
t.o sleep (green #216)
breakfast. (orange #327)
lunch (orange #328)
supPer (orange #329)
Food FP's: #306-325
Time FP's; #272-277

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

The position of the expressions:
breakfast, lunch, and supper
.depends on Ihe function of these
expressions in a sentence.
Ex. 1: "What do you eat for
breakfast?4,11,P4/v9-1fug-

As part of a_prepositional
phrase, "12 " follows the
subject but before the verb.

Ex. 2: "What time:do you eat
breakfast?/41,41-/-.04"-

Asthe object of "to eat"
" fo7lows the verb

VOCABULARY

Students will be able.to ask:
What timello you get up?

41,T'sAicTivirE-4-41, 0A 7

What do you eat for breakfast?

1T, -7 if u)1

And they will nswer:
I get_up at_ 7:00

I havebread and butter for
breakfast.

-R-Y- t

to get upt2

to sleepitil*

breakfast*
,

lunch . Lf

supper B ai

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion in the positioning of: breakfast, lunch, and supper.

TESTS

Use FP's; to get up, sleep, breakfast, lUnch, and supper, as cues.
start chain conversation, with Si:

T: I get up at 7:00.
T_ A.

Look at the. next FP and ask Si accordingly:
-What time do _y

at

ou eat breakfast? vis
.

.

I eah breakfast
nr,71. tc'q

Show Si the next FP and have him/her ask S2 accordingly:
.What time 9

etc. ContinUe around the class.

53
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.PROCEDURES LESSON 13
Language Patterns
Review:
1. Chain conversation

T: I have apple (to eat).

VGC1/1

Directions
Review:
1. Let each student take a food

FP. Start chain conversation
with Si. (The verb to eat'is
understood with food Atems.)

to

Continue around the class.

Presentation
2. Introduce FP's one at a time.

-

What do you have (to eat)?

1/1: t t 03i :7

: I have orange (to eat).

A;f-1 -Mf to
What do you have (to eat)?

tant-17/..)

S I2
-
etc.

Presentation
2. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to get up

T: to sleepnli

0:

T: breakfast E3-r

0:
T: lunch /-

3. With cardboard and brass
fasteners fashion a clock for
-students to manipulate..
Hold .up- thp_FP.: to get up and
set the clock to 6:30
.Turn to 81 and ask-:

ave class repeat the question
to Si
Let 81 set the clock and answer
accoraingly.

supper

3. Model:: (2), Echo:

T: I get up at 6:30.

T.qtEJP,
What'time do you-get up?

IT\*.T.1-,44 it224 7

Show th.?. next FP: to sleep,
model:

Have class repeat question to

S2: 54 a ?

Si: I get up at 7:00.

b ft-LA
T: What time do you go to sleep?

lirTARSA- 7

57



PROCEDURES LESSON i3
Directions
3. (Cont.')

Let. S2 set the clock and.
, answer:

Show FP: breakfast

Have class repeat question to
S3:

Let.,52.3 set the clock and
an'swer:

Continue around the class.

4. Arrange all the food items on
a ledge or in pocket chart.

- Hold up FP's: breakfast, lunch
and supper.
Show FP: breakfast. Ask

Have class repeat question to
Si

:Help Si' with answer if
- .,necessary

Change FP and continue around
the class.

Language Patterns
3. (Cont.)

82: I gO to sleep at
;JI
1

What time db you eat
bi-eakfast?

ni Jr-
, f. ec.,

S3: I eat breakfast at

A 0,.., .7

etc.

4. Question & Answer

T: Si, what do you eat for
breakfast?

4.;TIVMP.) DA.

0
Si. I eat bread with butter

fOr breakfast.
it' =ka .

'et



MATERIALS NEEDED
FP's:
to want..(green #31)
eating (green #4C44
drinking (green #41)
to get up (green #215)/
to .sieep (gréen #216) /
what time (white #2351
Food FP's:,(orange #65-

#306-325)
breakfast (orange #327)
lunch (orange #328)
supper (orange #329)

LESSON 14
TEACHING POINTS
The verb ."to wanti-" when used
as an auxiliary with another verb
haS two meanings: 1. desire, ,and
2. must. e.g. "A.P Ni-E7

k'g 4-
" can be interpreted as:

1. I want to go home at two. or
2: I must go home at two.

c7.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

jtv.students will be able to ask:
What do'you want to eat lor snpper?

IITBt)P-.R1-4)1/0-itIi, ,

What time do you want. to eat:supper?

<4,P,Altttott(*)).4 ?
And theywill answer:

I want (to eat) beef, tomatoes, and
lotatoes for supper. .

/ 3
I want (to eat) supper at 6:00.-

I- < f(at#).

None

LIKELY ERRORS

ConfuSion in the positioning of: breakfast, lunch, and oupper.

TESTS-

Show the FP:.to sleep. Start chain
T: I have to go to sleeplat 9:30.

Si: I have to go to sleep at 8:45.

4V, IZA3N:111
To S2:

What about you?
1

S2: I have to .

To S 3.
What ...?

etc. .

Continue around'the class.

ow.

5 9

conversation with S 1.
What abDut you?

P
kis /6

56



PROCEDURES
Directions
Review:
1. Hold Up FP': #65-69, and

#306-326. Start chain
question and answer with S

LESSON 14

To S2:

To S3:

Continue around the class,

-Presentation
2, Put the FP's: to want, and

to drink on a ledge. =

/ Separate the food FP's into
"solids" and. "liquids" Put
the'"solids" aside for later
use.
point to the FP's: to want
and to drink.. Model question

Poiat to an FP. Model:

Cue classz-nith next FP.

Make ure that-students say
the complete sentence.

itontinUe with.the rest of the
FP's.-

Replace the FP: to drink with
the FP: to eat.
Hold up the "solid" FP's.
Point to FP's: to want & eat;

Language Patterns
Review:
1. Chain question and answer

T: I want milk.

#46
What do you want?

S I want bread.

.4V,* 4z--ejti
"What do you want?

I 'want....S2.

What...?

etc.

Presentation
2. Model: (2), Echo:

-T: What do you want to drink?

.414/67, t viPf / .

T: I want to-drink apple juice.

444,114 (l().
0'
T:

0"

orange juice

want, to drink orange juice

etc.:

3. Model: (2), Echo:(:)(2), (I)

What do you want to eat?.
14-7 p.
1,1s c- 7

57
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. .

PROCEDURES
Directions
3. (CUET7)

Point to an FP, model:

Using the '.solid" FP's,
-repeat Step 2.

4. Arrange FP's: breakfast,
to want, and eat in the
above order on a ledge.
Put food FP's in pocket chart.
Point to the FP's on the
ledge and ask S

1'

Have-class repeat question'
to Si:
Let S1 chOose an FP or two
.and help. Sl.with answer.

Have clas& repeat S 's
answer:

Language Patterns
3. (Cont.).

T: I want to eat a sandwich.

LESSON 14

o:
4k t
etc.

4. Model: (2), Echo:

T: What do you want to.eat for
breakfast?
it 7. 7 A' j .

Si: I want to eat bread for
breakfast.

"rc

Continuearound the class.

5. repeat Step 4 while replacing
the FP: bre :fast with the
FP: lunch.

Continue around the class.

etc.

5. Model:_(2), Echo: (2), 0

T: What do you want to eat
for lunch?

6. Repeat Step 5 while substi-
tuting the FP: supper for
the FP: lunch.

z 0-a

SI: I want to eat a Fandwich
for lunch.

:

etc.

6. Model: (2), Echo:

T: Wir do you want to eat
for su apff?

( Obi ?

S
1
- I want to

6 1
suPper.

COntinue around the class. 58

r:

eat beef for,

tiik)lfz!-Pfq.
etc.



PROCEDURES LESSON 14
Directions
.7. Arrange FP's: what time,

to 'want, to.eat, and supper
'for question.- Model:

Vary the time for more
practice.

Repeat the same procedure
replacing the FP: supper
in question:with the FP's:
breakfast, lunch..

8.-b Use FP's: what time, to want
and to get up to form a
question. Start chain
que'stion and answer with S

1

To S
2'

Continue.around the class.

Replace the F.T.3 to get up in
t'le question wl:th FP: sleep
Repeat the same procedure.

To S.1.:

Continue around the class.
59

Language-Pa-I-terns
7. Model: (2), Echo:0(2),

T: What time do you want to
eat supper?

ROI q. Bet:Ale-iv °)I

0:
T: I want to eat supper at

. 6:30.

t71;

etc.

(43.

8. Chain questign and answer

T: I have (want) to get up at

/.

: What time do you have (want)
to get up?

I have (want) to get un
at 7:00.

si

-LARtA4-1M4
What time...?

c.

T: I have (want) to go to
sleep at 10:30.

Tg tp=1

a What time 4o you Lye
(want) to go to sleep?
/IT.* r--4:51 a / .

I have (want)....

62
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PROCEDURES LESSON 15
Directions
1.,Introduce Dialog ,#.9 with

FP #183.

Divide class into 2 groups.
Havel class take the role of
Child and the other the
Mother.
Reverse roles.
Have individual students take
the roles of the mother &
child.

2. Questions & answers
Hold up FP #183 and ask
related qupstions such as:

Language ,Patterns
1. Model:(2), Echo: Q (2)11)(p

T(Child): Mom, I'm going o
the park(to play).

q%, T

T(Mother).: Come home for lunch
, at eleven.

Z1.7 ti7t4 ( 0

.T(C):0 How come so early?

TP. :VI 0 i-ts rA?

T(M):

0:

Little sister and I have
to go out at twelve.
You want to come along?

Fdtt.:40;

TI93,4'irs ?

T(C): No. lifter lunch, I'll
go back to -elle park(to play).

(1%4't 41-1.1"a"LA Orrl)
4- aii-L.50-3

2. Questions & answers

T:Where's.he(Child) going?

: He's goin to the park(to play).

T: What time does he have to
come home for lunch?

4t(1171)1?

: Eleven 'o'clock.

T::Why is lunch so earl-9

Tiqinl--c9r/F,-*1(tf- )1?

60



MATERIALS NEEDED .TEACHING POINTS

Dialog #9 (p.ink #183)
Dialog #10 (pink #184)

LESSON 15

!Review lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will master the dialogs
of FP'.s: #183 .8& 184.

None

LIKELY ERRORS

None.

TESTS

None

4



PROCEDURES LESSON 15

Directions
2..(COnt.)

3. Substitutions
Change the dialog by putting

,

in substitutions such as:

4. Introduc,e Dielog,#10 with
FP #184.

Have individual studeAts take
the.roles of CustomeiA &
Customer B, The rest of the
class can be the Waiter.

Language-Patterns
2. (Cont.)

: .Mother mid Little Sister are
going ut at twelve;

ti*t
T: ,Does he(Child) want to go too?

/Ig OW
No.

. Substitutions
4\4'

Child: Mom, I'm going to Siu
Ming's house (to play).

Mother: Come home for supper
by six o'clbck.

.Model:(2), Echb:- (2),
T(Waiter): How's you-t roast

beef?
ogcb 4-(

0: ? '424 7

T(Customer): Very tender and
' A good flavOr.

4Kt,1k3 04,L) .

T(Waiter): How about your_broiled.
lamb?.

°kJ-4J 61.)

T(Customer): The lamb also tastes
good; a little
tough though..

01) Spk-3- 41.
061.

T(Waiter):. I'm sorry about that.

ACV 4/It

62



PROCEDURES
Directions anguage a erns
5. Questions & answers 5. Questions & answers

Hold up FP #184 and ask
related questions such as:

LESSON 15

6. Substitutions-
Let students choose other

-food items and substitute
them into the dialog such as:

66

T: What is tough?

qf 133f

The lamb is tough.

m R.
What taStes good?

af3.
D3i4:2-4 ?

(2): The beef & lamb both taste
good.

T: What's tender?

: The beef is tender.

T: How does the Waiter say
"I'm sorry"?

n:14. 0-1-24i-,.

. Substitutions

Waiter: How's your broiled
chicken?

Customer A: Pretty good.

Waiter: How's your ham?

B: Preity good. A
little salty.

Waiter: 'm sorry about that.

Customer



MATERIALS NEEbED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 16

FP's, :,.
Generally speaking, tense words
may be omitted in Chinese because
it's usually pretty clear from
the context when the action occurred.
However, tense words are used for
the purpose of precision or emphasis
(as in the.use of "1"-ing).
"12A " is the spoken form used to
indicate past tense. It's used in
auxiliary function expressing action
or state as completed, finished, or
concluded before or at the time of
speaking, e.g. "I have eaten.44ZD7t "

...
. ---

is an adverb meaning "not; not
yet". 1..It's the negative word
used in +/- (yes/no) questions
involving past tense verb's. e.g.
"Have yon eaten breakfast yet?
IT t ". The

posi ion of "ik" is after the verb
Aer after the direct object if the
verb takes one. 2. "77C is used

"in the negative to the yes/no
answer to the above question.
"Yes/No, (not yet). 44. /MK. ".

past -eqse (green #213)
eating (green #40)
breakfast (orange #327)
lunch (orange #328)
supper (orange #329)

food FP's: #306-325

Puppets

i

,..10,------

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY
The students will be able to ask:
What did you eat?

Have you eaten the corn yet?

past tense

. .

_

And they will answer:
I ate the apple.

7r
Yes/ No.

te-c-3tilit-ifk,

,

LIkELY ERRORS

Wrong language patterns for "Have
,r4i1r4.,,,,A1Z*01:, .'

1 1 I,'L 0 lY--
--> 1 -i' IF ov-:iiiI: 04- 1.7 -*.,1_ ? ,,

Wrong structure for "No (noe-iyet)"

you eaten

-1:4;
7F, / /

.6
7

the corn yet?"

4 .

64



LESSON 16
TESTS

Use the FP's: breakfast, lunch, and supper as -cues. Start a chain,
question and answer with,51. Point to first FP: breakfasts, ask Si:

'T: ,Have you had breakfast today?

II', 1-'7 a itTL

Si: Yes, (I ate breakfast already today).
/33- %4_ A:- Ar ut-
t"< -1K 7 1; --r -t ) .

Show 31,the next FP: lUnch. Have Si ask S2:

Si,: Have you hv.d lunch today?

Vi=i;
S
2

: Yes/No.

Aort:V.i7
Show S2 the next FP: supper. Have S2 ask S3:

S2: Have you had supper today?

/:-; 3 \77hi- (Ot
S : No, (not yet).

etc.

Continue around the class.
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LESSON 16
PROCEDURES

Directions Language Patterns
Review: Review:
1.. Put all the food FP's opa. 1. Questions, &. Answers

ledge to let students choose. T: S
1,

what .do you.like(to eat)?

Have Si choose an FP, replies:

Have Si ask S2 the same
question:

S2 chooses an FP.and replies:

'Continue around the class
'until everyone's had a chance
to participate.

Presentation:
2. Use puppets to introduce neW

structures:

3. Put all the FP's on a-ledge-
and let students choose one
and put it behind.back. Start
Chain question answer with
SI:
Si answers accordingly:

Have Si ask

Continue around the class.

offl

Si: I like (to eat) the apple.

E , what do you like(to eat)?

41' rig r7C pr4 ->n?
T <1

S2: I like .

etc.

Presentatiom:
2. Model: (2), Echo: (2),0

Siu Ying: What did you eat?

rc.-st, Tp.9-

Siu Ming: I ate the apple.

-,44T
What about you?

./C.1, D/L ?

o
Siu Ying ute the orange.

o
3. Chain question & answer

T: Si, what did you eat?

°I.111

Si: I ate the candy.

fiIN- L'vo,
S what did you eat?

0M4071
Lj

S2: I ate the apple.

etc.

;Lt1T

66



PROCEDURES
LESSON 16

Directions
4. Use puppets to introduce new

structures. Place the FP's:
apple and orange in front of
the puppets.

Siu Ming turns the FP: apple
face down to signify ."eaten":.

5. Give each student an FP to
hold up. 'Start chain question
and answer with

Help Si with answer: "No":

Have Si look at S2's FP and
aSk S2 accordingly:

Have S2.turn. FP around to
signify "Yes":

S to S2 3.

Continue around the class
varying "Yes" and "No"
answer's randomly.

angliage Patterns
4. Model: (2), -Echo:C)(2).0

. Siu Ying: Have you eaten the
apple (yet)?

VT' cE
1/-0- 7.1\

?

Siu Ming: Yes.

o

^

Siu Ying: Have you eaten the
orange yet?

/it t

(i)*

Siu.Ming: No, (not yet).

5. Chain question & swer

T: Sl, have you aten the
rice noodle yet?

S : No, (not yet).
1

/1(
: S2, have you.eaten the
carrots yet?,,.

S2: Yes.

: Haw:: u eat

etc.



MATERIALS NEE6ED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 17

. _

FP's:

givr., (green #217

food FP's: #65-69, #3067325

The verb "to give" usually takes
both direct and indirect objects.
The word order of such a sentence
is:. sub. verb dir. obl. ind. ubj.
"Please013137" is asking someone
to do Something for you. It's
the same as thanking someone for

, a service. The other form of
"please m n is for invitational
purposes only.

is ofteu used to avoid
i sounding too abrupt in requests.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

The students will be able to ask:
What are you giving him/her?

l'J'JjiL
Have you given him/her.the beef yet?

at 4' r-zJ it-g;tPjf 7

i_ney will answer:'
I'm giving him/her the chicken.

Yes/No, (not yet).

give4cp
F=t-

P1 easell.

LIKELY ERRORS

[Confusion in the positioning of the dj,rect and Andirect objects.

TESTS

1 Arrar4;e ail the food FP's on a lef_ige or in pocket chart Ask for
a voluntPer to cothe to .-ne front of the room. Start chain
conversation with Sl:

T.: What-do yi.) want?
/ 015_ .

;..-t (2. ° j 71

S I .want the chicken .1

--';r

Tc volunteer:
7: Please give him/her the chicken.

DYA ,
To volunteer :

: Thank. .

Have Si ask S2:
: What do you want?107st"

/is

etc.
Continue around the class. 68



PROCEDURE6 LESSON 17
Dlrec':,ons !Language .Paiierns
-5. Turn .to Si and modelquos- 3-.77Model(2-)fao:()(2),(

tion: T: What'll you giV7e- him/her(

Have claski repeat question
to Si:
Help Si with reply, according
to !As/her own FP

To S2 :

Have classrepeat question
to S

2'

Continue 2.ound the class%

6. Collet all the FP's by
asking for them.
Look at Si's FP: orange,
ask S

I"

AYter getting the FP from
Si, ask Si again:

Look at S
2
's FP: apple,

ask S
2'

After getting the FP from
S
2'

ask S2 again:

ContThue this way around the
.class.

:

S
1:

I'll give him/hi-x the apple..

T: What'll you give hiM/her(S3)?

"_% 7:-.1. 7'

S2: I',11 give him/her the cookie.

1)--T--iA

etc.

6. Questions & answers

T: Have you given me your 'orange
yet?

11/;T: ot 0'A
Si: .No, (not yet).

74A-
T: Please give me your orange.

: Did you giVe me your orange?

Si: Yes.

T: Did you give me-your apple
yet?

1

S2: No.

T: Please give.me....

.°-O" /kJ,

Did'you give...?

S2: Yes.

etc.

69
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LESSON 17
PROCEDURES

Directions
Review:
1. Arrange the' FP's so that

stud nts can see them. , Start
que ion and answer with Si:

Language Patterns
Review:
1. Question -& answers

T: What do you want?

s
°3-1-

1'
I want t lae carrots.

Gi e the FP to S
1

and elicit
,

a "Thank you" from Si: : Thank you.

To S2:

Continue around the class.

T: What do you want?

11.1:1 jay-2, ,
S2: I want ....

Thank you.
etc.

Presentation Preentation
2. Introduce FP: to give '2. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to give147_

3. Put all food FP's a a stack
and model substitu,ion drill
for class. Point to the
first FP:

Have class repeat

Point to the next FP:bread

Class repeat

Substitute other FP's in the
substitution slot and
continue mc leling the new
structure

4. Hold up food FP's. Point to
top FP and start chain
request with

4

Let Si give FP to S2. Haw
Si look at top FP and ask S2

Continue around the class.

. Model: (2), Echo: (2),

T: Please give mc tile carrots.
1754 /vi '1.4 4 440 a 4

T: Please give me the bread,
/0

0:
etc.

4. Chain requests
T: Please give the 'matter to

o IT 14 A ;43

Please give the apple to S

0 . -414,11-r3,1,-4

S2: Please....
etc'.

70
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MATERIALS NEEDED. TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 18

[

FP5.:
bliTog #11 (pink #185)

; Dialog #12 (pink #186).
!

Review lesson

1

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able to master the
dialogs in FP's: #185 & #186.

None

LIKELY ERRORS

None

TESTS

NOne

A

7 4
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rect ons
PROCEDURES LESSON 18

Introduce Dialog #11 with
FP #185.

Questions & answers
Hold up FP #185 and ask
related questions

3. Introduce Dialog #12 with
FP #186.

72

Language Patterns
1. Model:(2) Echo: ( (2),41)(1k0

T(A): Have you had lunch yet?

O :

T(B): I haven't got a lunch
today.

'%:NA El 141.
0

T(A): I have two sandwiches.
I'll give you one.

AA/1m (A),)
: 10 0

T(B): This sandwich is good.
Thank yog.LirL

O : 4 .

2. Questions & answers

T: Have they eaten lunch yet?

401 1)b4 4.414:11 ?

: No.

T: Do they have their lunches?

.4;5 tars 7
: One has, the other doesn't.

, t (1, /)kh)
T: What does A give B?

(A) 4 4 t Pt 4 gO) .

0: A 'sandwich.

3 Model:(2),.Echo: (2),411)(11 (I)

T(A) Give me an apple, please

Ali/744- -11,1A.T-4,:.

:

T(Venr.lor): These apples are very
sweet.

afk-°61)04-..3--gg
o

75



PROCEDURES LESSON 18
-Directions
3. (Cont.)

4

4. Questions & answers
Hold up FP #186 and ask
related questions such as:

Languagr Patterns
3. (Cont.)

T(A): That's true, sweet and
crisp.

K-I-#7 ()
0:

T(V):

0:

T(A):

Do you want some more?

?

5 1M 0 113 ^7

Good idea.
three more.

Please give me

16-

4. Questions & answers

T: How many apples'does A want?
4E (- AAA-p / .

: Four.0
T: How are the apples?

(D: The apples zro sweet and
crisp.
44-

(-3-) Ora

73
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MATERIALS NEEDED
%,

TEACHING poINTs
LESSON 19

FP's:
to like (green #201)
to ride (green #220)
bicycle (orange #330)
motorcycle (orange #331)
car (orange #332)
bus (orange #333)
train (orange #334)
airplane (orange #335)

r-ship (boat) (orange #336)

Charts: #7, #8

puppets

To ride in/on A vehicle is to sit
in/on that vehicle. Therefore,
the Chinese for "to ride" is ".t1",
'the same as "to sit".

" 71ir is the classifier for most
transportation items, the ones
with wheels. The onlY exeeptiOn
in this lesson is "Ship (boat"
The classifier for "ship (boat)"
is." ".

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able to ask:
What do You like to ride in/on?

471-6

Do you ike to ride in

4;42 t )( ?

And the will answer:
I lilFe riding the train.

a train?

P
Yes/ , I like riding the bus.

17A.:113% 431,

to ride

bicycle
motorcycle,

c a r

bus e, .

train -).<

airplane
ship (boat ).411-0

classifier :
LIh., Y ERAORS

Confusion in classifiers.

TESTS
Place the FP's: 330-336 in a pocket chart.
and answer with Si:
T: What do you like to ride

I/J T 0 f r-

S I like to ride a motorcycle.
1'

in/on?

.

rv-
"

Have Si ask S2 the same question:
: What do you like to ride in/on?

do
1 aTi

*S : 1 like to ride....

ptc;
Continue around the class.

7 7

74

Set up a chain question



PROCEDURES LESSON 19
Language Patterns
.Review:
1. Model: (1), Echo:(2)(1),

T: an eye
Y-LIV

Directions
Review:
1. Use Chart #7 to review the

classifier:

Presentation
2. Introduce the new FP:-boat

(ship)

.Hold FP up to Chart #7 to
ShOw that the classifier for
Moat" is also ",4 "

57

3. Introduce the FP's: #330-
335

T: an ear --44-11-

0
T: a foot 0

0'
T: a mouse

0:

T: a dog

0:

Presentation
2. Model: (2), Echo: (

T: ship (boat) it,

T: a boat
57.-

3. Model: (2), Echo:
T: bicycle gg

(7)

T: motorcycle\,

T: car /Z.)

:

in bus E..

0:

T: train-

&

2) 0

k. 7.5

78



PROCEDURES
Direct ons .

anguage

3. (Cont.)

Use Chart #8 to introduce the
new classifier: /72

7N

4. Put all the,new FP's on a
ledge or pocket chart. Start
chain conversation with Si:

Give Si the FP. Prompt Si
to ask S2 the same question.

To S2

Let S
2
have the requested FP

To S3

Continue around the class.
Let students keep FP's for
Step 5.

5. Have students put their FP's
behind back. Start guessing
what Si has.

S1
shows FP and answers:

Have Si guess what S2 has:
Continue arounar the class. 7i6

LESSON 19

(Cont.)
T: airplane

T: a bicycle

T: a motorcycle

(:):

T: a car 41-7 oot";

T: a bus

:

T: a train-- AY-

o
T : an airplane

ci

4. Chain question & answer
T:.What do you want?

: I want the motorcycle.
/ v&

14 4

: What do you want?
7

S2: I want the ....

: What do you want?

etc.

5. Questions & answers
T: Do you have the car?

Si: Yes/No, I have the bicycle.

7 9 A lk 41
: DO,you have the..
etc.



PROCEDURES LESSON 19

(2),0
Directions
6. Introduce the FP: to ride

Point to the FP: to ride with
each of the transportation
FP's. Model:

Point-to Fp's: to like and
to ride with each of the
transportation FP's. Model:

Use the puppets to introduce
the new language patterns: ,

9. Place all the transportation
FP's in a-pocket chart. Point
to FP: bicycle and start chain
Conversation with Sl:

If the answer. is "no", ask:

Language Patterns
6. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to ride

T: to ride a bicycle

ete.

T: I like to ride a bicycle.

o
etc.

8. Model: (2),.Echo: (2),
.Siu Ming: Do you like to

ride a bicycle?'.

1/1'cl71 cl)
.

?

Siu Ying: No.g40

Siu Ming: What do you like
to ride?

If 1?
o

Siu Ying: I like to ride a
motorcycle.

9. Chain question & answer

T: Si, do you like to ride a
bicycle.

al 164
9.12 I

Si: Yes/No.

T: What do you like to ride?

J
47 r 12, P 121' 1

8 0



Directions
9. (Cont.)

Let'S
1
Point to an FP:

PROCEDURES LESSON 19
Language Patterns
9. (Cont.)

Sl: I like to ride a motorcycle.

Using the same FP:motorcycle,
have S1 ask S2:

Continue around the class.

: Do you like to ride a
motorcycle?

4470k a 9-

S 2 ires/No. / 405 42

etc.

8 1 re

7

7



:MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING.POINTS
'LESSON 20

FP's:
to be able to see*(to see)
(green #222)
bicycle (orange #330)
motorcycle (orange #331)
car (orange #332)
bus (orange #333)
train (orange #334)
airplane (orange #335)
ship (boat) (orange #33Q.) .

means to look or watch. To
look and perceive 'or to be able
.to see is "Rtlj ". or "flAgi;J
use the expression that's
natural to.you.
"As a. compound Verb, the positive/
negative verb combination of
."(144_,(04J) " in the +/-.(yes/
no) queson is shortened to

"41 gPL., (* at )

I I

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able,to ask:
What do. you see?

c7I' L (0:f qf 3;7. 7

Do,you see the train?

i;j: 0 43
And they wilI.answer:

I see the train.

Yes/No, I see the car.

i-TVAL A. 'L%-0.

to be able to see
(to see)

fj

i?

LIKELY ERRORS

Use the wrong .form for "Do you see?"'; *1) i3ht 13h°
I,

Use the wrong form fd,y "cannot sie":o% oL BA7qt).

TESTS

PlaceFP'is: #830-6 in the pages oT a book or notebook. Open
book to an FP and start chain question and answer with Si:

T: What do you see?,

OL (#0-1) °Y.1 P51

Si: I see rie (a) train.

(04; fT-i)

Let Si have the book and have Si ask S 2 :

: What do,you see?

QW-f 0-T

S2: I see the (a) boat.4t; 44) (0.i..0-111-g-.,
To S3: What...? .... etc.

:Continue around thetclass. 79

S
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PROCEDURES LESSON 20

Directions
Presentation
1. Introduce the new FP: to see

2. Put FP's: #330-336 in a stack
and place a blank piece of
paper on top. Look at the
.back of the last FP: ship,
.say to class:

Pull out the FP: ship and put
it on.top. of the stack. Look
at it with class. Model:

Have class repeat:

Show next FP: car and look at
it with class. Model:

Class repeats:

Proceed the same way with the
rest of the FP's.

3. With FP's: #330-336, start
cha'in question & answer with
Si:

To Si:

To 3,-, :

Continue around the class.

4. Shor.FP's: #330-6 one at a
timeJand model questio:! &
answer for class.

Continue with t!,e rest W: the

Language.,Patterns
Presentation
1. Model: (2), Echo:

T: to see an) (.0,

.o:

(2), 0

2. Model: (2), Echo:0(2),

T: I 1.ave the (a) ship.

T: I see the (a) ship.

(I) /

T: I see the (a) car.
l--_122V67

etc.

3: Chain question & answer

T: I see the (a) sbip.

.4k) '11.)
it

What do you seea-

Ott .cff am-

Si: I see ....

:
What do you see?

etc.

4. Model: (2), Echo:(:)(2),(I)

T: 'Do you see a boat?

4 t 01)
0 :
T: Yes/No, I see a car.

etc.

80
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PROCEDURES LESSON 20
Directions
5. Ask several students to go

.stand behind a board. At a
signal., ask them to -,me out
one at a time.
Divide tirJ rest of I.ass

intf: 2 groups, Gr, sill
question.while Groui, - answers.
Model queStion for Group 1:

To Group 2:

Group 2 answers

Have the next student come
out to stand next to S.
Model question for Group 1:

To Group 2:

Help Group 2 with answer if
necessary:

Continue Tilis line of question
and answer until all the
students have come out irom
behind the board. Ask them
to go back and reverse roles
of Group 1 & 2.

Language Patterns
5. Model: (2), Echo:4E)

T: Who do you see?

(11: We see Sl.

T: who do you

C:

JO: We see Si and S2.

etc.

81
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LESSON 21
MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS

FP's:.
Dialog #13 (p.'nk.#187)
Dialog #14 (pink #I88)

Review lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

1

Students will be able to Master tbe
dialogs in. FP's #187 & #188.

LIKELY ERROS

None

None

TESTS

None

8 -0
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PROCEDURES LESSON 21.
Directions
I. Introduce Dialog #13 with

FP #187.

Divide class into 2 groups.
Have Group 1 take the role of
A, and Group 2, B.

.Reverse roles.
Have individual students take
the roles of A &

2. Questions & answers
Hold up FP #187 and ask as
many related "who, what, wheee,
when, and how" questions as
possible

Language Patterns
1. Model:(2), Echo: (2),CCO

T(A): What time are you coming
to my house?

"31

T(B): About 3:30, OK?

T(A): How are you com'ng?
T1T4Y 0-0 va-

/3

r(B) : T'll

2. Questions & answers

T: Who is cciAng to hcr(A's)
hriuRe?

Pri/-11.
° 1 13 iy

0 : S h '3)

4.
T: Wha. is she (D) ci(j?

: She (r..) is going to her (A's)

T: Where is she: (B) going?

(1). She (B) is goirg to (A's)
house.

T: When is she(B; goilig?.

(D. -)out 3:30.

83
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PROCEDURES, LESSON 21

Directions
2. (Cont.)

Introduce Dialog #14 with FP
#188.

Divide the class into 2
groups. Have of th !. class
take the role of the Salesman,
and t; other the.Child.
Revers,i roles.
Have individual si:adents take
the roles of salesman & Child.

87

Language Patterns
2. (Cont.)

T: How is she(B) getting

1-7°i 7

By bus.
;1::-2!

there':

3. Model:(2), Echo: (2), (1)
T(Salesman): 'What do you like

(want)?

T(Child): I want an airplane.

(1)*

T(S): Do you like this one or
that one?

:

i30
LI: 44

T(C): This. one. Where are
your ,boats?
opiz, "Li

, r-b, ?

3 /-1

I

T(S): The boats are over thre
Do you see them?

03 *L (i )

T(C): Yes. this
and that boat.:

o

0,4) -1.i

iFj 1 *Ss

plane

84



PROCEDURES LESSO/: 21
irections

4. Questigns &.answers
Hold up FP #188 and ask
related questions such as:

Optional
5. Substitute oher items in

dialog.

Language Patterns
A. Questions & answers

T: What does she(Child) want?

otl 01-
Sh)(Child) :wants a plane
and a boat.

T: How many planes do you see?

g;)U,I) '4i2;. 14c '24
: One.

T: How many boats do you sed?

ij4L(§4)f-IA:4 a51-

0. Two.
t

85
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MATERIALS NEEDED
LESSON 22

TEACHING POINTS

FP's:
to wear (green #224)
shirt (orange #337)
dress (orange #338)
sweater (orange #339)
pants (orange #340)
socks (orange #341)
skirt (orange #342)
shoes (orange #343)
sneakers (orange #344)
boots oran e #345

I, means to wear, to have on,
or to put on (articles of
clothing).

", is a general term for
clothings. It is also the term
for dresses. However, the term
It4 z ,z ". maybe used for dresses

in order to avoid confusion.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

Students will be able to
Are these shoes?

What are you wearing?

and they will answer:
Yes.-/No, they are (it's)

1-,Y-/ ify.;4.
I'm weatiing shoes.

pants.

VOCABULARY

to wear-3'

shirt Ozt

dress ,,(*fic-1)

sweater -/:"*:.2

p an t

socks

skirt *A

shoes

sneakersig-441_

boot s

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion in vocabulary.

TESTS

Hold up FP's: #337-345. Point to the first FP: sweater and start
chain question and answer with 31:
T: Who are (is) wearing (a) sweater(s) today?

0)-A 01:6 p
S 1- S3 and S4 (are wearing sweaters today).

Poinf o next FP: shirt and have Si ask S2:
Si: Who are (is) wearing (a) shirt(s) today?

S2: ,25(is wearing a shirt today).
etc;

Continue around the class.
86
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PROCEDURES LESSON 22
Directions , unguage a erns
Presentation
1. Introduce FP's': #337-345.

:Presentation
1. Model: (2), Echo:

T:

0:
T: dress (4)

0:
etc.

2. -Hold up FP's for substitution Substitution drill:
drill. T: What is it?

ocrf- off

(:). It's shoes

etc.
3. Hold up FP's to clic_t 3. Negative Drill:

netive answers T: .Aro they shoes?

4. Lltroduce the FP: to wear.

5. Point to own cloti..-3s and
model:

6. Switch to FP pntjnue
modeling.

uuJ v,r-t

(2): No,:they are: boots.

etc.

4. Model: (2), Lcno:
T: to wear =.

5. Model: (2)
T: I'm wearing a sweater.

,

: I'm wearirig a skirt. ,

: I'm wearing shoes.

/8 I-1.

etc.
6. Model: (2),. Echo: (2).

T: What:are yOu wearing

1.;17,.? 41. og

T: 'm wearing a sweater,c

etc.

87
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MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS

FP's:
Doesn't fit/fits just right
(buff #253)
neat/wrinkled (buff #254)
long/short (-buff #255)
loose/tight (buff #256)
new/old.(buff #257)
good-looking/awful-looking
s(buff #258)
clean/dirty (buff #259)

Chart: #3, 4, 9

LESSON 23

The vc2abulary introduced in
this lesson are adjectives that
can be used as verb-adjectives.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able to ask:
Is this (way) "neat"?

CV4 Cjt t 7

And hey will anJwer:
Y s/No(it's wrinkled).

-11/0. -ja "OS ( 4,(<

I-A / I-1 j.

classifier:44-

doesn ' t fit/fits just
right

neat/wrinkled-

14 2/01
long/short

loose/tight gi
new/old 1471 :8

good-looking/awful-looking

4* ALAI 4. ct- AL
clean/dirty

I)

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion,in vocabulary.

TESTS

Hold FP's #253-259.in a stack. Point
start chain question with 81:
.T: Is this -(way) "neat"?

ott 4.1 ),V. plz

S1: ies/No .

9 1
1-1 1E 0 I IC

to a portion of the FP and

88



LESSON 23.
'TESTS (Cont.)

Let S 1
have FP's and addresS question to S2*
Is this (way)"wrinkled"?

°4" o/.
S2* Yes/No

01/
taa,

Let S2 have FP's amd address question to S3:
S2: Is this (way) "long"?

vtlincLia-P2 fc 7

'S3: Yes/No

etc.

Cont-inue aruund the class.

9 2
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PROCEDURES
Directions
Presentation
1. Introduce new FP's one at a

time.

LESSON 23

Language Patterns
Presentation
I. Model: (2), Echo:

T: Doesn't fit
LI

T: Fitsjust right
at- at

o
T: Neat

DYC

T: Wrinkled
0,

T: Long

0
T: Short

:

T: Loose (wide)

:

T: Tight

1=

T: New

/Fd

)

90
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Directions
.1. (Cont.)

PROCEDURES
Language Patterns
1. (Cont.)

T:

-11

2. Hold up FP #253.. Point to
the portion:"Doesn't fit".
Model question and answer:

Point to the portion:"Fits
just right". Again model
question and answer.

Change FP and continue
modeling question & answer. etc.

3. Hold up #253. Point to the 3. Model: (2), Echo: (2),(9
portion:"Doesn't fit". Model
+/- form of "Doesn't fit" T: Does 1 fit or not?

T
t7 A r 7

T:

0:
T:

0

Good:looking

Awful-looking

i(3-0, At

T: Clean
%<,

. :

T: Dirty

;P62

:

2: Model:(2), Echo:
How's it?

r fiCt

T: It doesn't fit.

04s)

o :
T: How's it?

LESSON 23

) 0

(1):

T: It fits just rignt.

(4) 4
o

91
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PROCEDURES
irec ons

3. (Cont.)

Point to the portion:"Fits
just right", model the +/-
form

Hold up FP #254. Model +/-
form of "neat"

anguar;gPatterns
3. (Cant.)

T:. No, it doesn't fit.
03-3- 01111

LESSON 23

T: Does it fit just right or not?
th.1)-
-)

9-9- a PA-
4 *a

--

o
T: Yes, it fits just right.

o
ot)

: Is it neat or not?

,gyt o
O

T: Yes, it's neat.

N.

Model +/- form of "wrinkled" T: Is it wrinkled or not?

Hold up FP #255, Model +/-
form of "long". T: Is it long or not?

?

T: Yes, it's Wrinkled.

°vp

Model +/- of "short"

Continue to model thfj -
form of the rest of the.FP's.

F,Lrl
?

T: Is it shoreor not?

T: Yes, it's short.

i;`,/

o
etc.

92
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PROCEDURES LESSON 23
Directions
4. Put FP's #253-259 in pocket

chart. Elicit both positive
& negative answers from
students

1

(Andinue_to elicit both
rositi:o and negative answers
from students.

introduce Chart #9

6. Review classifiers:/IL
I, '(charts #3, 4)

LangUage Patterns
4., Questions & Answers

T: js this (way), "doesdht fit"?

O ifj
2 A5 .41

Si: Yes./No.

_

ct.

'T: Is this (way) "neat"

r311 47M- (74 -0 -7

S2: Yes./No.

T: Is this (way) vwrinklen"

04,4
-4,

S 3 : Yes. /No.

o
is<"a

EL<

etc.

5. M')del:,2), Echo:
T: A dress

o:
T: A sweater

4-T -

o:
T: A vest

0:
T: A shirt

o:
6. Model:(2), Echo:

T: A,straw

o:

cl;.- ,/

T: A pall- of pants

q;Vf

) 0

( ) ,

9 6



Directions
6. (Cont.)

Model chart #3:10 1

.

Add the item: mask(FP #258)

1.4.7

7. Hold up XP's #253-259. Point
to the upper portion of FP
#253 and start question &
answer with Si

. 1

FP #254

TP #255

Fp #256

9,7
9

anguage Patterns
6. (Cont.)

T: A skart

T:

.T: A fish

A snake .

ek-).

/1 ).

T: A chalk eraser

T: A rubber eraser

1.@ IVA

(1).

T: A mask

etc.

0 :
.7.

4

raarry-aval

.0

Questions & answers
T: Does this pair of pants fit

or no-
Li, V

uo 19

'ill

11-41092- Q43
S/: 4 fits./ It doesn't fit.

S/I1 at
T: Is this dress neat or wrinkled

ULItt
S2: Neat%/wrinkleo.

41,K/ 04,4

J1.

T: Js this skirt long or short?

ok44 4g -fa_
S3: Long/Short.

T: Is this blouse loose or tight?

)t vi
: Loose./Tight.



Directions
:7.. (Cbnt.)

OP

FP #258

Fp #259

PAOCEDURES
Larrguage Patterns,

LESSON 23

7. (Cont.)
,aT: Is thiS pair of.pants new

or 'old?

trt 4C 4 .

S5 New./Old. .

.

T:'Is this.mask pretty or ugly?

`77k414)-9.3911Viajt?
(r6-Oftqt43g-ah* °%1-

S
6'

i'retty.)Ugly.

Riv711 qk)
T: Is this top clean or dirty?.

17/Lii it):4 %541°J
: Clean./Dirty.

zjf/;S44.
Is this pair of Pant'S clean
r dirty?

q_AI*411i) A.?

Sg: Clf;n./Dirty4:,

41/;-; ,

41.

95



Air

LESSON 24

MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING poINTs.

FP's:
Dialog #15 (pink #189)
Dialog #16 (pink #190)

None

LANGUAGE,PATTERNS VOCABULARY'

Students will'be able to inaster the.
dialogs in FP's: 4189 and #190.

None

LIKELY, ERRORS' a

None

TiSTS

I Nohe

9 9 .

/ 96.
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PROCEDURES 'LESSON 24
Directions 7rrairaTT1VNUArns
4 Introduce Dialog #15 with 1. Model:(2), Echo: (2),41)() (f).

FP #189. T(A): Where's Siu Ming? Do 'yoll

Divide. the,class into two
'groups_ ,NOve class take,
the iple of A, andthe other
i,
Reverse roleq.
Have indillidual Students
take the,roles of A & B.

'2 Substitutions
ubStitute.S1's name for
iu Ming. Bave two students

do the dialog with the the
appropriate substitutions.

c.

,,seg him?

414.3.11. 0% ghLaiPle

?

T(B): yes, He's over.there.

FOL. 46

T(A): Where? What's he wearing?

af461, cat.) ?

' t ?

T(B): He's vieaAng a red sweater.
Do you see him?

41's at OL(i)41i ?

T(A): Oh yeah'. I see him.

D.A OLIe 41.1

,Substitutions
e

/A: Where's a? Do you see him/
her?

B: Yes. He/she's over there.

)A: Where.----Wha-Os he/she wearing?

B:-He/she's wearing
. 'Do you see him/her?

A: qt21 yeah. I see him/her.

97
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PROCEDURES /

Directions , ' 'F.-Language Pat;terns
3. Introduce-Dialog #16 with : 3. Mgdel:(2), Echo: (2),

-FP #190- T(A): DO you,like.,thig-padr of
pants?

LESSON 24

I.

1

T(B)::yeS verY mu6h. .

107.9k

TSA : Does it fit you?

.T(B): Fits just right.,

[7,73. 0

-

T(A): Do you' want it?' I'll
- give it to'yOu.

T(B)\ Yes.... This padr,ofThant
new and 'good-looking...,
Ay:don't you want.it?

-

Lf5T7K

Divide the,class)into.two'
.groups. Have i of the.clas9/
..-take the role. of A, and the'
other B.'
lieverse roles.. ,
'Have dndividual students take
'the roles of A & B.

,J

A' -

4. Questions. & answers
Hold up FP #190 and ask
related queStions about the

T

e

a'i

01-10/1"

A : oeSnit fit me.
rad at

T(B).: Thanklyou then.

' 9R

"lc

Qutst.ions & answers
T. Wtose pants is it?

4da -2-1z.

-*

1 0



Directions
4. (Cont.) .

,C,

Mrs

PROCEDURES
anguage a, erns

LESSON 24

(Cont.),
: Hers.(A's).

T: How- come- she,' ;A) doesn't
watt it?

r,

%-t
.

. '2.

: It doesn't fit her.

T: Does.the pants fit her-(3)?

41* ot 1i .
0,f ?

0: Yes, just tight.

.T: Why 'di she (3) say "thank
you" to her (A)?

Tr2.

(1)
She (A) gave Der (B).a pair
of pants.

f4. 14;VIJE

99'
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'MATERIALS 'NEEDED - 4TEACHING 'POINTS
LeSSON 25

s :

to put (green-iy219),
In(side)/o4t(side)'(white
above/below(under): (white
in fronot/behind (whj.te
Tight/1 ( ite,#287)

pap6t bag

#284)

#286)

".Inside" can be . either
or "11...z., rs', 'depending on individual

-7__ .

speech'Pattern.. " " .may be,
. used both.' in spoken and- written
forms while " 1. uspd in the
spoken'only.

14/
LANGUAG

-

TTERNS, VOCABULARY

StUdenit' will be able-to ask:,
Wherelte you going to put the per.cil?

?..
,And wi11 answer:.

I'm putting the peneil in .the paper-bag.

-1VC".71;(.(.4§)Arol,f1

(;InE) Ist(NTti),

LIKEIA ERRORS

to put %/,i
-

in(Side)/out(sidel''

4---(\/01511-1();
above/below(undet)

-11= ItAIV7 it& ,

in:.front of/behind

A.ICV/ItLQW
right/19ft

.t4t it(

.

Confusion in vodabulary between the following:
"to be 41, "--.;-tonei "Jo-, ; "to be 1- in, on., or a p "--tone:12-5'-]

_1

Put a pencil into a p.aper bag. Start
T: Where's the pencil?

.1), ,
. , , /

s : In the bag.

1St 651)-
ut the pencil in another -1dcation.
T: Where's the pencil? (Where is

(111.);-) jz(i$42-)
S2: In front of.the bag.

°A. 41C./4.47<i) lt (N51.)

etc.
ontinue around 'the class:

question & answer .with Si:c
,

4-,

d'ask S
2'.

t?)

A

10)

103



PROCEDURES LESSON 25
Directions
Review:
1. Put a. pencil, pen, crayon,

. scissors, eraser, fuler,,paper
..chalk,.and..a. book ill a paper
bag. Tak4 one item out &
start,chain dialog ivith 'S1.,

Lef S1 have the paper bag &
pick out something from it
tO. ask S2:

Continue,around the crass.
Presentaton
2.-Introduce FP's #284-287

Use FP's #284-287;,model
questibn ,p.nd answer for each
FP

/

Language PatternS
Review:
1: ChainIdia1og.,

' What',p it?,

S : It's a pencil.

What's it?

S2:,It's a book.
- (4) 4

Presentation' I
2. Model:.(2);k-Echo: (2),C)

T: in(side)/out(side)

T: above/below(under)

iczc.i5)1F

.T: in front of/behind

)/ffaz

T:41eft/right

V't

Model:(2),,'Echo:
.T; Where...is it?

1'14)14)93V

T: It's inside.

T: Where's. 14?
0141

51=2"

T: It's outside. q0.



irections
. ,Ihtroduce FP #219

ofP

P OCEDURES LESSON .25

Language Patterns
4. Model:(2), Echo: (2)

T: to,put

rq

Place.an empty paper lag and.
sm4 classroom items in front
of-class and ask each.student

put an item somewhere in
relation to the paper bag.
Have class repeat the command:

Reference to the paper bag may
be left out after the first
command.

Continue around the class.

Place the classroom items near
an empty bag. Pick upi an item
and put it,into the bag: .

Pick up an'item: chalk. GiVe
° it to S1 asking:

Let ,students abbreviate answers
if they choose,

Have S g
.1

ive an itemtoS2 and
ask:

To 53:

Continue around the class.

5. Model;(2), EchO: (fl(2)
A

T: SI., put the pencil in the
paper-bag.

wA),

T:.S2,-put the en outside(of
the paper ba

T: 53, put
'the paper bag).-

*(4S)-Ph

A

1/4tICV-
,

chalk in "front(o:

/if (a).-

Chain dialog

T: Pm.going to put the,pencil
in the bag. oieit
iitc\,51).
WherQ. will you put the chalk

liTtk-dE)4060 oPort?
(I'm) putting it outside
(the bag).

12-.L(4W7) 01i..*-Pot(t).
*Where will you put the book.

4%1',(4501 010-sqUi4)
S : (I'm) putting it in front

(of the 40g).

t.k (4.4) ATI.J*W°

Where...?

etc. -

-. 102,
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MATERIALS NEEDED' TEACHING POINTS

FP's: -----7-7-7------r-M-5rt
T-6-Rear (green #223)
..to call, cry out (green #229)

optional: .(common animals)
cat (orange #360)
cow (orange #36I)
duck (orange #364)" .

lamb (orange #373)
.pig (orange #380)

r

LANGUAGE pATTERNS

e ver ' o hear" or

LESSON 26

ear. ,

takes an object

that's doing the cal1ing-124, e.g.
"What(who) do you heAr (calling)? .

(L) (/a ) Li- ? "

.214,1; I it' 13
Use " 31.0.II.J" or "IA:-..4-1", whichever
that'..9 natural to your speech
pattsrn. ut introduce the other
form so that students will be fami-
liar with it.

is used in the ,spoken only

while " " can be used in both
'the sbken and written forms.

VOCABULARY

-

Students.w1l1 be ab.leto ask:
Who do.you her (calling)?-

ft:VI (LAID
And they will answer

f hear'(heard) (Name) (calling):

tt, (

to heay (heard)

z1,1 44'
to call, cry out

oq-

LIKELY ERAOR8

Omitting the verb "to cal1iL " in sentences such,as ,"I heard mother

WV9Aff.9
'(calling).

TESTS

Have S1 put his/her head down. Point
T: Call Sl. 0"T

S3: Sl.

Ask
T: Who did you hear calling you?

(t)-4 !IT Pi+ n),1-.,
, S . I heard (S3) call..

(L) '71[

Have S2
put his/her head down. .Repeat

the class.

to S
3

and

the

direct S3 to:

above. Continue around

103
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rec ons
Review:
1. ReView FP's: #284-287

Presentation
2. Introduce new FP's.

PROCEDURES
1.21artuall-Tatierns
Review:
1..Procluction:

Have students take turns,call-
ing teacher's name. After
each student's' call, model
question and answer.

(

.-Have S1 put his/her hqad down
and have another student call
to Si.

-Mode' question for class to
ask,S1:

_

Have class repeat question:

Help S1 with answer if
necessary.

Have S2 put his/her head down
and repeat the above procedure.

LESSON 26

in(side)

out(side)W1L(D)

etc.

Presentation
2. Model:(2), Echo: (2),0

T: to call
Olt

T: to hear

T: to hear calling

(L) 011

3. Mod4e1:(2),
Sl.

I.

T: Who called?

'41
? ,

called.

etc,

4. Model:(2), Echo: (

: S1.

T: Who did you hear calling?

4/Tfit.d(t).. .10 011 (1)11?

0:
Sl: I heerd

j-(F) A).etc.

104
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//
/PROCEDURES LESSON 26

Directions Language Patterns .

E7-13Mo a chair in fron,t/of tne. 5. Questions & Ansers:(2)
' of the class. Ask Si to sit
on that chair and put his/hor
head down. Have another

, student come to stand in front
of (behind, on the left, or
,on the right of) S1 and call
Sl's name. Address question
to Sl:

Second question to S1:,

Repeat the same procedure
with other student volunteers.

The following steps are optional
6. Introduce animal FP's #360,

361, 364, 373, 380.

7. Show.each-FP ahd model:
cat:, meow
cow: moo-bo
duck: quack
lamb: baa-aa
pig: oink.,

Continue to model for each FP.

T Who do you hear calling?

4j (L)4fffloi4
Si : I hear(d) iyame).

aLf

T Where's (Name) .

170ACIa).
Si: (Name) (he/she)'s in front

of me.

(ig) 01 j a(\i):
etc.

6. Model:M),
(3:0 (2)'T: cat 14 .

T: cow 4.

T: duck m
0
T: lamb

T: pig A

o
7. Model:(2), Echo: (2)',

T: How does a cat call out?ne -,....

105

o: -

T:.A dat calls out this way--
- meow.

,

tr#

etc.

OE3'



PROCEDURES LESSON 26 .

Directions
8. Hold up an FP: cat and ask

\--
Show FP:cow to S2

--7

Continue this way around the,
class.

9. Place FP's on a ledge and let
students choose own animal to
imitate. Start chain question
& answer with S :

To a2:
c :

Contindt around the class..-*

109

'Language Patterns
.8.: Questions. kAnswers

T: Meow: Whatdo-you'hear?

Cif:Ati!.1(L) °if .1?

Si: I.heard-a"cat(calling).

T: Mbo-Ou. Wha
M

do yOu hear?

,,11,71t.VOL)-)au cf 1-
S, : I heard' a cow.

fq: cp4- i;Lt.

etc.

9. Chain question & answer.

T: Moo-00. What do you hear?

'4T effigy) g-Ti t
Si: I heard a cow-.

A,4,12,41.1 (L)#124..
Oink, oink. What do you
hear?

fit id OW t 31t

I,heard a .

4,17-.1( 141.0q-,



MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 27

FP:

#17 Monolog_(pink #191)

Review .lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

I

. Students will master the language
-5,15atterns of FP #191.

.VOCABULARY

None A.%

-LIKELY ERRORS

None

-TEST'S

[ Nome

N.

110
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PROCEDURES LESSON 27

Directions Language Pa
1. Introduce Monolog with FP 1. Model:( ), Echo: (2),(-1

#191. T: Do od hear a ird?

4 i-ttl(t)41-5-aq °,113

4

Assign students roles to
participate in:

individual student

chorus 0

small groups or individuals
fir chorus: 0 ® ®

: I do, but where is the bird?

fl (K) °NIA
31) OL

T: Front? Back?

1N) ? ikiz(,50
0: ?

T: Left? Right?

0: ?
T: Inside? Outside?

/11C-v? 4 'I(a)?/
T:-Above? Below?

it(67)? i (4]) ?
0:

Where do you'hear the bird
calling from?r.cJ (KA/1+
AAUP 7if ?

Performance

0: Do- you beap a bird?.

41IVI(LA.f+.°9-1g
I do,.but where is the bird?

Int Ysi CV/48-71Mo ur&)
C31,t'a?

Front? Ilck?gl WIttl/W?



PROCEDURES
Directions anguage erns
2. Cont.) 2. (Cont,.) ,0

Left? Right?

LESSON 27

tcftC.0
CD: Inside? Outside?

Z(4])' 74.1t(*)?
Above? Below?

Optional
3. Substitutions

Follow the above procedure.
Substitute the name of a
student for the bird. Have

w that st.udent call out from a
hidden spot.

:,Where do you hear the bird
7calling from?

kcityif
Substituti6ns

0

- 109
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MATERIALS NEEDED\

FP's:
/to buy (green #227)
how mUch(cost) (white #237)
money (orange #346)
10 (orange. #A)
100 (orange # 48)
250 (orange #3 9)
500. (orange #350)
$1.00 (arange #351)

Classrooin items FP: #51764.
2 pnppets

st,

LESSON 28.
TEACHING POINTS *

,

"Money154,01K" must be included
in the expression "how much

when asking for
Vgv'r.G

the cost. and tiArku can
be used interchangebly. L.
A dol4r can.be either "T&" or

" refers to the paper

money of ,recent ?times.
is a term left ovei fram the days
when silver & gold coins were the

legal tenders. For whole dollars,
"Iplit" is, usually used fn speaking

aS in
'as against the loriger, forms of e

'ROA, '4144.E4t,s/A4g4.4%
ft

However, common uSagesdicAites that
$2,15 ,is "0 41 a/1,4)M "

is un rStood there.

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

Students wii be able to say:
What do you want to buy?

4%17,1 '11'1
I want to buy a pencil.
How much is it?

a TED AVO

s 150,.

VOCABULARY

top buy1W..
hoW much(cost)14

Money

10

elz3K)

100 --Fig 04

25oAtt(4), /i,b 4

500#
$1.00 J,i5( ,igatA

os"

LIKELY ERRORS'

Confusion in money units.

110

113



LESSON a$
TESTS

Tag each classroom object with aprice tag. Put everything in a
box and give it to S. Start chain question & angwer with S

1'I want to buy an eraser. How much is it?

cri 4r1, ,.)1* i0;r. 4-c2 (4-S./ picks out the eraser and looks at the price tge
Si: 200..

,

Have,S1 give the box to S9 while saying to S2:
S I want to buy a bottle of glue. How much is it?
l' . _ --

_

so looks at '61e price fage and answers: -

`'S
2'

. -t .1..10 4d). ( "t- ''t',4 (3)); -

,

2 gives the box to S_,. saying to S3:
3S2: I want to buy . HON much is it?

%-1

S 3:
"Uit (AO

. -

Continue around the class"..



PROCEDURES LESSON-28,

Directions .
Language" 141tterfis

Review:. - i Review: ..

1. With'FP"s of classroom items 1. Model:(1),,Echo: .(1), 0:

#51-64, review FP's and ... T: a book
classifiers that go with r
these items.

A"". rlky a piece.of paper

§F)<-

a pencil.

etc.

Presentation Presentation .

2.'Introduce FP's' #237, and #346- 2. Model:(2), Ech6:

#351 ,. T: hoiv muc4(cost)

'1. Vi's CANlz

,T: Mppey

T: 10

40 4d4

T: 100 .

;r: 250

T: 500 c

T: $1.00

--st.(%)

f

Write 10 - $1.0046n-pieces of 3. Questions & Answers
paper and fold them. Let ,..:

each student piCk one. Ask T: How much(money)- do you hal.;e?

each student:

. (Tj: (I have) 100.

1i12

,

.1(4 ) -1-44LLi(-t(3)),
etc.

1 45



PROCEDURES , LESSON 28

Directions
4. Mix someblatik pieces of .

paper in the plle. Let
students choose again. Start
.chain dialpg with Si:

:If the answer is "yes", then

Continue.around the class.

. Model new FP: to buy.

ArranW-Classroom FP's on'a
ledge'brin a pocket chart..

.1Use puppets to introduce the.
neW dialog

Language Patterns
4. Chain dialog

T.: Do you have any money?

Si: Yes/No.

T: How much do you have?

( a) 0,1 7
: (I have). 23 _--

po you have any money?

s : Yes/No,

11/4-
eLc.

MOde1:(2), Echo: ( )

Ti to buy

:

Model:( ),

Siu Yin : What are'you going,
to buy?

cVf/j, .1 Da- 7
J

Siu Ming: I'm going to buy
ten straws_

±-1464-ih

Siu Ming: How much are they?

PA'?

Siu Ying: 100'. t(i).
o

113.
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-
PROCEDURES4'

DirectiOns ! Language Patterns
7, Gather lassroom objects.
.

7. Chain questions .8,& answers

'
Let clas hell:7in making Up a ,

price t4 for each Object.
Put them 4.n a box.
Let S1 have the box & start Q

chain question-& answer with- T: What do you want,to buy?
S 1 :- -

\ 0 .... ,.

Si tkpics an o jec
.

\ b' Si: I want to buy a piece of
\

.

\
paper.

\

T: How much is it?

LESSON 28

`k /17"t k ?

looks at price tag & answers S : 150.

-!-.IL40 ILL , -)V 3).
Have Si give the box to S2 &

-ask: What do you want to buy?

: I want to
41/17\1 1211. 7

a

.buy

How much is it?

1

*.t4-1/44\-4' (4_,Y0 7

'To S : What do you want to buy?

Continue around the class. etc.

114

117

a
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.
MATERIALS NEEDET: TEAC-HING POINTS

o

LESSON 29

_Dialog #18 (pink #192)
Dialog #19 (pink #193)
Dialog #20 (pink #194)

LANGUAGE PATTANS

Review lesson

IStudents will master the dialogs .3.t.

FP's: #192, #193, & #194

- 'LIKELY,ERRORS:,

. VOCABULARY

None

None

TESTS

1:.NOne
lel

118

115'

".,



PROCEDURES LESSON 29
Directions
1.. Introduce Dialog #18 with

FP #I92.

Divide.the class into 2
.groups. Have-Group 1 take
the role-of A and GrOup 2, B.
Reverse roles,
Have individual students
take the roles of A.& B.

2. Questions & answers f5

Hold up FP #192 and ask
related queStions such-. as:

3.-Introduce Diaiog #19 with
FP #193.

:

z-

Language Patterns
1. Model:(2),'ECho.: (2).,41)40

T(A): Where're .yo -going?

?

T(B): 1 have to do.some shopping
for my Mom.. Do you want
to go?

IV

T(A): Yes. What do you have
buy?

off 1.,

to

T(B): Milk, butter, eggs, and
bread,

4-A/3

o:
2. Questions & ansèr

T: What does he(B) have to do?

iti t J

: His mother wants him to do
some shOpping for her':

,110- 4?,§kigg * I -TT
: What,does.,he have to buy?

: Miik, butter, egks, and bread.

S. Model:(2),- Edho: (2) (25, 1)3 0
T(A): Have we got everyt ing now?

? .

6

o
T(B): Yes. Let's see what the

total is.

1117 t1T.

119



Edrections.
3. (Cont,)

PROCEDURES LESSON 29
Language Patterns
3. (Cont.)

Divide class into 2 groups.
Have Group, 1 take'-the role of,
,A and Group 2, B. .

Reverse roles.
Have'individual students
take the rdles,of A & B.

4.,Questions & answers ,

Hold up FP #193 nd ask
related questions such as:

5. Introduce Dialdg #20 with
FP #194

T(A): Milk - $1.31, .butter
11.09-, eggs - $.81, and,
bread $44.

1,
(%--- iu,)1

o
T(B): The total is $3,85.

T.J0-

( ) How much did 'your Mom,
give you?

wc'i 4.-Ac.'W

c /T\ Q/i

T(B): $4.00 -- just enough.

tk. rIt

4. Questions & answers

.T: How much is the milk?

$1.31. .

-

eic.

,T: Did he (B) have enough money?

-1113E ta4 .

: Yes, just enough./kAy- o
0 4.

5. Model:(2), Echo:
T(B): Mom, we're home from

shopping.

-uMb=f(P-ttA,02PWIA. id

117

120



PROCEDURES LESSON 29
Directions
5. (Cont.)

6. Questions & answers
Hold up FP #194 and ask
related questions such as:

1 I

Lan ua e a terns
5. (Cont..)

J.
1

T(M): Did you havelenough money?

V51 4 44.t1
?..

T(B): Yes. I.have 150 left.

f°40 -t +.-fillitvw (t4-3-)

T(M): Put the things on the .

_kitchen table. I baked
_a cake today. Do you
'want some?

k(4*) °Tt °A.S.:1A

(t7 t7.Jt 7

T(B): Yes. Thank you.

T(A): Thank you.'
17,470

-
6. Questions & answers

T: How did he(B) help his mothei

(3: He did the Aopping for h r

10-4,se-V7 (0t)
T: What did his mother do at poi(

igthtt3 afi:/kt-40-t), (7511!",

o She baked a cake.

ig Allq (6t-2411)0
T: Do-they(A & B) like cake?

16-0-rt)tt Pt+ t_t0
Yes. p1 ly,

.

z

118



. Aap-

MATERIA NED:WI)

FPrs.:
hot 4buff, 60)
colcF(bufi#260)
foggy (buff #262)
wfndy (buff #263)
cloudy (buff #264)
-sunny (buff #265)
cool (buTf #270)
warm .(buff #271)
today (gray #278)
yesterday (gray #279)
tomorrow (gray #280)
;weather oran e #352)

LANGUAGE PATTERNS ,

IrEACHING POINTS
LESSON 30

" " and "Gdp " have been_ ,

loosely defined as .noW" and
"this way" respectively. They may
be better deffmed as "which" and
"this" in this lesson.
The terms describing weather.:"hbtla..

cloudy z- -.." etc. are adjectives
that often become verb-adjectives
when the verb ts left out:

9

VOCABULARY

Students will be, able to.ask:
How's the weather today?

j4,u`A f
and they will answer:
The weather is cloudy today.

-hot A

cold ;)t,

foggy.;

sunny-iyei_j

cool

wanm

yest erday 4i 0

tomorroW0e.P

LIKELY ERRORS

Confusion in vocabulary.
MN.

TESTS

-Set up question in pocket chart with,FP's:
--HoW's the weather? .

wea.t1pr(#352), and how(#233)

Show FP's:.#260-265, 270, 271 one-at a time. Start chain question
and answer with
T: How's the weather? -1i.i07,52p vi

)

weather's cold. /

Show next FP and have Si ask 52: ,

Si: .Homos the weather?
S2: The weather's etc.

ConTinue around the class. '119

Si: The

-122



PROCEDURES
.Directions
.Presentation

Ihtroduce FP's: #260, 261,
262, 263, 264, 265 270,
270, -,'

1

2- Pair FP's: hot & coid,
.coo1 & 'warm, foggy &
cloudy & sunny.
Pick up first pair: hot
cold. Point to one and ask:

Point to the second FP .6f
the pair: cold:

Language atterns
Presentat.ion
1. Model:(2), Echo:

T: This is hot

ott 41,

T:

0:

This-is cold.

flot

T: This is foggy.

01414/1 iVt\ CA

yESSON 30

T: ThiS is windy.

4 04t-NA1_,,

T: This is cloudy.

att 41(1W-141,

0:

T:

O :
T:

O :

This is sunny.

crtl

This is cool.

This is warm.

2. Questions & Answers

T: Is.this hot or 252,4?
1-7

123
12

Hot/ Cold.

IS this hot or

'214

0 : Hof/ Cold.lt (2"°'



-
PROCEDUAES

Directions
. (Cont.)
Continue this lineof
questioning with the other
three pairs to help students
tell the vocabulary apart.

. Arrange all the 'FP's intro-
.chiced in this lesson so far

. in a pocket chart or on a
ledge. Ask Si:

Have Si
s

pick up FP and res-
pond.'

Continue this way of question
ing and responding with the
rest of the clasS.

4. EliCit a negative response
by showing FP:hot while
asking Sl:

Continue this way.with each
student around the class,
while varying the FP shown.

Introduce new FP's: weather,
yesterday, and tomorrow, and
review old FP: today.

124

lags:141E! Patterps
2. (Cont.)

T: Is this or
ittIC

4.
etc.;

3. Questions & Answers

LESSON 30.

?

T: Which is windy?
(How does it look when it's -
windy?)

This is windy.

v-1/

étc.

4. Negative responses

T: Is 'this cold?

0-0 14,?0 I-) ?

Si: _No, it's hot.

o %At.

etc.

5. Model:(2), Echo:
T:-wea3her

T: yesterday
0

T: tomorrow
014 B

T: today
B

o.

Today's (month, day)/(day of
the week).

121



PRoCEDURES LESSON 30
Language erns
5. (Cont.)

T: Yesterday was (morith, day)/
(day of the week).

Set up question in pbcket
chart with.FP's: today(#278),
,w0ather(#3R2), how(#233)--
How's the weather today?
Model question: .

.Show FP's: #260-65, 270, 271.
one at a time and model:

Repeat Step 6 whAle replacing
the FP: today with FP:ySster-
day in the question:

Repeat,Step 6 wpile replacing
the FP: today with FP: to-
morrow in the question:

12

rixt a 6. (..,J) A.)/
( ItiLL0:

T: Tomorrow wrll be (month,'day)/
(day of .the week).

OLV

(o
6. Model:(2), Echo:

T: How's the weather today?

a iz 0A-

i: The weather's hot today.

etc.

Model:(2), Echo: )

T:'How's the weather yesterdaY?
01791-4A 01, /

/1* (

o
T: Yesterdays weather was hot.

etc.
/

8 Model:(2), Echo:

T: How'll the weather be
tomorrow?
p.kk D

T: Tomorrow's weather '11 be
sunny.

2 :



C.

MATERIALS.NEEDEb

FP's:
TUTUre tense (green #214)
when (white #236)
in a little while (gray #281)
(in the) morning (gray. #282)
(in the) afternoon (gray #283)
birthday, (orange #326)
what time (white #235)
today (gray #278)
yesterday (gray #279),
tbmorrow (gray #280)

FP's: ft33-39

C -

AT1/5
LOSON '31

,0

TEACHING lyv-v.

CiPt114%4 a5 Ole rough

equivalent °to" tvolre tense

in .

poll verb

preceded v toicates that

the aotioti ma a t lix61Y to

is also u;:! hw empflasis.

ti 4i 041'
ably with ovh-

ti
111b111 i" is

a e,

02tor whem'the question

5'
peoific time in

A remindei tiMe go
0

between

Aq

take plac ate kl.t-ore time.

"Th'henA.1 1)% 10ed in.terchange-

I I

weve
generall
do§e no
hours an

LANGUAGE PATTERNS

The students will be able to ask:
When will you do your writing?

qi 1'.4-°/1-7
And .will answer:
. I'll.do my writing in.a-little
while.-

LIKELY ERRORS'

futilf e

in 4, Jty

(in

1_ )

,sngat
(ip _Ole/ trrioonrF".

---

Confusion in word.order involving expreS-Lp" e'S.

- r P,31

,

TESTS

Place FP's: in a little while t#281), and '760til°7.0m4$28°) °i a ledge
dr Pocket/chart. Hold up FP's: 33-39, sholOPRAy 1,01.1.-11,E) at .

a time. /Start chain question and answer:w1-0
T: When will you do your writing?

123

126



LESSON,31
TESTS (CONT.) ;

Point to FP: in a little while and have Si answer accordingly:
S I'll do my writing in a little while.

Chan7gelhe action FP.to reading, have S addres,s 4uestion to S
2

S 1* When.will you do your reading?

. 1%1-

Point ,to tomorrow and have S2 answer accordinglk
52: I'll do my reading tomorrow-

.°P &4-**1.1' P icV

Change action TP to copYing, and have S 2
address question tb S3:

S. When will you do .the coi:.ying?
2'

PS- PA1 s'c

S :

fir, AA.
s,

N

"toniinue around the class.



PROCEnURES
Directions, Language Patterns
Presentation Presentation
1. Introduce new FP: when. 1. Model:(2), Echo:

T: when

Point to that day's date on
calendar and model:

LESSON' 31.

T: When's Jan. 5th?

T: Today's Jan. 5.

T: When's.Jan. 4?

AAA.-
7

),0

T: Yesterday's Jan. 4.

T: When's Jan. '6?

*A4
0:

T: Tomorrow's Jan. 6.

o:
f

2.9Model the new FP: birihday. 2. M6del:(2), Echo: (

.T: birthday

Ask.51 to go io the calendar.
model question: T: When's your birthday?

417% 0- 4 i3 03-1 ?

), o

-

Have Class repeat question:,

Help S1 with answer:

Have S2 go to the calendar;
Ask S2:

Have class rePeat question*:-

LS2: My birthday's
etc.Continue around the class. 1 5

S My birthday's

.

T: Whén's.your birthday?

ii.14tA4-f 8 q: ?

128



PROCEDURES
'Directions Language Patterns
3.-Introduce FP's: in a little- 3: Model:,(2), Echo: (2),

whild,(in the) morning, (in T: in a little while
the) afternoon, future tense.

, LESSON31

4 -Place FP's:. in a littld
:(in the) morning, (in the)
afternoon, & tomorrow in.the
lower part of pocket chart.
Formulate question with FP's:.
when, future tense and writing
in the..upper part of pocket
chart'.
Model question for the class:

Point to the appropriate FP's
and model replies.

a

(in the) morning

0.:-IT-
T: (in the) afternoon

):1-

T: future tense

. Model:( ), Echo:

7:When will you do your
'1)0

12A-e

..41

writilg?

T: I'll do my wrlting in a
little while.

13M IA

T: I'll do my writihg this
afternoon.

T: I'll.do my writing tomorrow.

Ak

(1)
T: I'fl do my writing tomorrow

morning.

0
T: I'll do my writing tomorrow

afternoon.

1 9
1260:



PROCEDURES
Directions
4. (CCETT)

1 Substitutee FP: reading in
th6 slot for writing in the.
queftion.slot and continue
modeling:

&at FP: in a little while up
in pocket chart. Hold up
FP's: #33-39 and.showing one
FP at a time, 4tbart chain
questions & answers with Si:

Change FP to. writing.

FP: coloring

To

To S3:

Continue around the claSs.

Language Patterns
4.-(Cont.)

LESSON 31

T: When will you read?

417, *MI?
T: I'll read

etc.

5. Chain question 1.c answer

T: I'll be reading in a little
while.

-134134 '14 .

What'll you' do in a-little .
while?

t:1'4154 /,0;/115--`71.1-

: I'll be writing in a little
while.

").
What'l you do in a little
while? .

S-: I'll be'coloring in a little
while

4", OM =;fti grA

etc.

What'll you Ao..:?

.127
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LESSON 32

MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS

FP's:
Dialog #21 (pink #195)
Dialog #22 (pink #196)

Review lesson

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

.

Students will master ,the dialogs of

1 FP's:,
#195 & #196.

,None

a
, LIKELY ERRORS

1 None

TESTS

[None

131
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PRO EDURES,

Directions
1. Introduce Dialog #21 with

FP4195.

Divide the class into 2 groups.
JIave Group'1 take the role of
'At,and Group 2, B.
Reverse nodes..
Have individual students take
the roles of A & B.

2. Questions & answers
Hold up FP #195 and ask
-related questions such as:

LangUage
1. Model

T(A):

Patterns
:(2),\Echo:
Todays my
When's\yours?

4,1-` 13 it Ei

11/14.4-f. 1-

LESSON 32

(2) ,11)
irthday.

T(B) :

) Pei:19 ( 11)

T(A):

0:

This afternoon at 4, can
you come to my house for
some birthday cake?

e izI ft41:f it

Or<-) 14±- )(1
AA .11;. e, L .

T(B).: Thank you. Then you come
to my house tomorrow for
some more birthday cake.

-404a Ito 124-12-
Vit:H5/4 t a °

T(A).: Ok. .See yOu later,

10- ofd0
T(B): Bye.

2. Questions & answers

T: What, are they talking about?

Theiri-own birthdays.

DriL)

T: What are they...going'to do at 4?

46
Have,some birthday cake.

G 441

2



Ditections
PROCEDURES

3. Inttoduce Dialog #22 with
FP #196.

Divide the class into 2 groups
Have Group 1 take the role. of

A and GrouP 2, B.
Reverse rôles:
Have 'individual students
take the roles 'Of/ A & 13%*

QuestionS & answers
HOld up FP #196. and ask
related questions such as:

133
130

Language Patterns

.3. Model : (2) , Echo: 0(2) ,(
T(A): Today's weather was good,

wasn.' t it?

LESSON 32

"
----?

T(B) : Yes.-- 'warm arid sunny.

0

Et&

T(A): Wonder what" the weather '11
be tomorrow?

N

0:
T(B): Let's listen.

tft IL;

T(Forecaster) : Tomorrow will' be
windy and foggy in the
morning. It'll clear up
slowly in the afternoon.
41,, 13E

CAA*
4. Questions & anAwers

T: How's the weather today?

L'crA "a

0:
How' do they know 'What the
weather's-going to be like.
the next 'cia.Y.

wgi
: They libten- to him(Forecaster)

What 's the weather tomorrow?

Lt-t, 13K L.!. 0
: Windy & foggy in the morning,
sunny in the afternoon.

1=1 k5-Kc
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MATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 33

FP's:
to .know (green #228)
mean/not mean (buff #266)
fat/skinny (buff #267)
big/small (buff #268)
short/talI (buff #269)

-objects: shoe box, paper,
scissors, chalk, crayons,
rubber erasers

pencils;
and' ,.

The positive/negative (41-)
question form of -"to know" is

t

P 011IL

"Mean, not mean, fat, skinny, big,
sMall, short,, talI" are descriptive
words--adjectives. But they can
also be used as verb-adjectives,
e. g. "He's mean 4.-E.7c u.

'LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will.be able to,ask:
Islle/She mean?

r2A---

Do You know who's mean?
117 ifo /g/N, GA3-211 J

And they'll answer:
Yes No.

olL

Yes, he/she is mean./No

4.,

LIKELY ERRORS

to know

mean/not meanaio.fig
/ CA.

fat/skinnyMEA

big/small 110

short/tall4/1,-;-]

4

Using the wrong +/- question form of "to know"

104-4 ILA0

TESTS

Put the following items in a box: paper, pencils,
crayons, and rubber erasers. Be sure to have eno
around the class.- Let each student choose:an ite
class what he/she has chosen. Then have everygne
back. Start chain question & answer with Si:

T: Do you, know what I have?

':r3 4 tr) tik<, If 17A- 7

Yes you have,the paper./ no.

/f; 3-0- ITs

Si turns to.S2 and asks:
S
1.

Do you-know what I hAve?'

0 7

S2: Yes,.../No
/

etc.
Continue around the c

scissors, chalk,
gh items to go
, show it, and tell.
ut Item behind ,

131
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PROCEDURES LESSON 33
Directions --Liaigiii&-Paitei-ES
Review. Review
1. Start chain questions. and 1. Chain questions.& answors

answers with"Sl: T: My name's

What's your name?

To S2:

'Continue.around the class.

2. Review all the names with
class. Point to S

1:

Point to S2:

Continue around t

Presentation
3. Introduce the new FP: to

know

of to know:

4. Ask S., tolcome to the front
of the class. -Address
question to Sl:

Have class repeat the
question to Sl:

-
Help S1 with answer if
necessary.

132

S : My name's

oq
What's your name?

IT °If t.A4t)

s 2: My name's ...

etc..

2. Review names
T: What's his/her name?

0 :
i t(un),t2QR.

His/her name's

T: What's his/her nathe?

?

0. His/her name's'

1E oy-
etc.

Prosentation
3. Model:(2), EchO'..(:)(2Y, (i)

T: to know

, ....-

o
T: to know, not to know

0 a

4. Questions & answers

T: Do you know who is (Name)?

44: Aft) I A Rik 17
(1)

Si: Yes, he/she is (Name)/ N
% 0

135



PROCEDURES
Diredtions
4. (Cont.)

Repeat the same process with
2, S3 ... around the class.

Language Patterns
4. (Cont.)

5. Introduce the rest of the new
FP's.

.Model positive.statements:

Model questions & answers:

4

T: Do you know
1,-, /To 1
I 102 ft

0:

LESSON 33

S2: Yes...../No.

et6.

5. Model:(2), EchoX)(2),(3
T: mean/not mean."/

0:

T: fat/skinny

AC_)/fa
0:

T: big/small
t:/si,,0

T: short/tall

0:
T: He's mean/He's not mean.

T: She's fat/She's skinny.

T: She's big/She's small

11

T: He's short/He's tall

T: Is he mean?

(I).
?

T:yes/No

,aid/p.-k

o
- 133 .

4
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PROCEDURES
1,ESSON 33

Directions
5. (Cont.)

6. Use FP's as cues, set language
pattern for students to carr5.,
on chain questions & answers.
Point'to one portion of the
FP only and ask Sl:

Show next FP to S & have S
1 1

ask S
2'

To S

'Continue around the class.

7. Put FP's in -pocket ,chart.
Point to 14P4s.and start chain
qilestionS & answers with Si:

S1 points tosthe correct FP:

Have Si ask S:

Continue around the class. 1

Language Patterns
5. (Cont.)
"T: Is she fat?

ff-MA/1-1E-JuI7

T: Yes/No.

oit

o
T: Is she skinny?

4 Ei ?

-T: Yes/No.

o
etc.

6. Chain questions & allsw'ers

T: Is he mean or n°t- meat'?

Si: He's not mean.

a

Is she fai or 511nny?----
RE;Z:P-57_1

S2:''She's fat.

Ab
Is she big or 02411?

.s3:

eta.

. Chain questions t:allswer,r3

T: Do vou know who'i mean?
cc:5

PI\ 0 t12...4. /1-2*

Yes, he is./No.

Do you knO*_119.1 fat?

4V-1-70 '1E> 1231

S2: Yes.../No:'a

4 r7



.-.MATERIiLS NEEDED TEACHING'POINTS
LESSON 34

FP's:
to play (green #230)
baseball (orange #391)
baseball bat (orange #392)
baseball mitt (orange #393).
basketball (orange #394)'
ping pong ball (orange\#395)
tennis ball -(orange #39.7)
-tennis racket (orange #398)
Nolleyball (orange #399)

The coMmon term for "to play"
is " "(pronounced "vik," in

spoken Cantonese). However, the
term "41" is often used for
playing in sports. Use the one
'that's natural to your speech
pattern: "4-1 " or "I2L(gi;0"-

LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able to ask:
What do you want to play?

ii' it)(0)R)(i3)" P-t 7

And they will answer:
I want to playbaseball.

,Att L (cif-),) WO* T4

to play (J),

basebal

baseball bat

baseball mittf-at

. ping pong

ping pong' paddl0/

tennis ball

tennis raCket.91134.4t3

volleyball-44:q

basketball -0 .4
.LIKELY ERRORS

'Confusion in Vocabulary.

TESTS

1 Put FP's: baseball, ping.pong. ball, tennis 1;'all;,volleyball in

pocket chart. Start chain question & answer with Si:

T: I. like to play baseball the best. What about you?

II/T

s I like to play basketball the best.

cPf- rt? 5: r°17:

To S2:
Si: What about you?

44: oft.- 7

S2: I like to .... etc.

Continue around the class.
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, PROCEDURES LESSON 34
Directions
IT-Introduce the new FP's one

by one.

2. Put all FP's, except FP: tr,
play, in pogket chart. Start
chain questions & answers
with Si

Lete.S 1 choose FP & responds:

Have S1 ask 52:

tY

Continue
To S3:

around the class. 136

_InguAwa a erns
1. Model:(2), Echo:()(2),(1)

-T: to play.

T: baseball
ol

T: baseball bat

0
T: baseball mitt

a ----

T:-buketball

0: 1-1441

T: ping pong

;It
ball

T: ping pong paddle

'
T: tennis ball

T: tennis racket

M2:43

T: volleyball

Y4:

.Questions & answers.

T: What dO inouwant?

4 Ts oYj- off ?

S
1'

I want the tennis-ball.

What do you want?'

114: ?

s2: I want....
What...?
etc.
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Directions
3. Put FP: to play in pocket. ,

chart. Next to it, place the
stack of FP's: baseball, ping
pong ball, tennis ball, &
volley ball.
Point to FP's: to play,
baseball. Model:

0-

PROCEDURES

3.. Model:k/ '4.0.0(2)'0

Change FP to ping pong ball:

FP: tennis ball

FP: volley ball

4. Use FP's baseball, ping pong
ball, tennis ball, and volley
ball for chain,questions &
answers. Point to the first
FP: baseball and say to 81:

Show next FP: ping pong ball
for S to answer.1

P: tennis ball

To 82:

To S
3'

Continue around the class.

1,EaSON 34

7: tc,
PIOY

7.

tc) Plgb,

tf

g9-111
bal

tt, ploy,01/[?
0:

T: tc,

o
4. Chai4 (11/ -t1 84 all Wer

T : .1// 11
t:jay 3,92;SeL___9aii

, r

t .9 04,t(.9
wh, a, y(fq .
vr t

Si: 10-0.37 r-111g .P.21.1r

041. 41-4 1
'1°117

_/,>, 71-

S: lpp lay. -terini.'

N. P

5011?
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AATERIALS NEEDED TEACHING POINTS
LESSON 35

FP's:
Monolog #23 (pink #197)
Dialog #24 (pink #198)
Dialog #25 (pink #199)-

Review lesson

'LANGUAGE PATTERNS VOCABULARY

Students will be able to master
the dialogs fo #197-199.

:LIKELY'ERRORS

I None

LT:Me

TESTS

L. None

sr,
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PROCEDURES
Directions
1. Introduce Monolog g,t Bedroom

#23 (pink #197).

/Note:%iris pronounced very

_differently in and

IJ)
still it Cifi41)

\

2._Ho1d up FP #197 end ask
related questions:

Language Patterns
1. Model:(2), Echo:

LESSON P.35

(2)',

T: I went to bed at 12 last night.
t RAKii,44,(54,t).

T: And I got up'eailly at six
this morning.

0
-T: r felt so sleepy and tired

all day today.

4K, Fk a P37

4,011

T: So mother told MR to go to
bed early tonight anl I'll
feel peppy again tomorrow.

V10.(b otl.v 613
Ak). 41,B

4 41,
0:

2: Questions & anSwers-
T: If you went to.bed at 12 last

night, would you f.pel tir'ed
todaY?

4417 A,!It
1 47w-,1

r7, tj,
?

(I)-: Yes/No.

-T: What makes you feel peppy?

4Vni tqh aA1 .

(1):' Go to bed early..

Y- ti
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4,

PROCEDURES LESSON 35
Directions
3. Introduce Pialog #24 with

FP,#198.

Divide the class into 2
groups. Have Group 1 take
the role of A and Group 2, T.
Reverse roles.
Have individual students
,take the roles of A & T.

4. Hold up the FP #198 and ask
related questions.

f

5., Introduce-Dialog #25''with
FP #199.'

Language Patterns
3. Model : (2) , Echo: (2)4)40

'T(A).: When will w go to the"
park?

9o:
T(Teachet).: We'll go tomorrow.

All ri ht?

o
T(A): What time tomorrow?

AL-,* 9 wte 7

TOD: In the afternoon, 12:30.
0.-Ft p,f,j

0:
Questions & answers
T: Where do they (the class) like

to go?

-(-1: The pa:i
ziIiJ.

T: When are they going?

ig.7Jt .it\7)1.7
: The next .day.at

Model:(2), Echo:
T(A): Did you hear someone call

us?
,Jt)

T(B): Yes, but I don't know who
it was.

T(A): Do you s'ee anione outside?
114,.* ot g cvOsr,-1\--13

a).17
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_PROCEDURES
anguage erns

5. (Cont.)
Dirett ons
5.. (Cont.) .

LESSON 25

T(B): No, I don't see anyone.
.

Who could it be? ,

0,f7 sz,1

(21-f. qz-,?

s?

T(A):

r::

Divide class into 2 groups.
Have Group 1 take the role o
A and Group. 2, B.
Reverse roles.
Have individual students
take the roles of A & B.

-6. Questions & answers

o

Don't know. He/she will
probably call again in a
little while.

-111_,4t

Questions & answers
T: How do you say, "Do you hear?"

i'/T, tts 41 OA

T:.HowCo you say, "Do you know%'

,''

T: How do you say, "Do you see?"

141
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